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THE EACC WELCOMES THESE NEW CEAPS WHO PASSED THE MAY 1996 EXAM
LAST NAME F[RST NAME CITY STATE LAST NAMC FIRST NAME CITY STATE

LCONARD JAMES F LEEDS ME BRANDY KELLY A FORT WORTH TX
ACEVEDO JOSE C GRIFTON NC BRANDY NOLIA TALLAHASSEE FL
ADEN JOHN P OAKWOOD OH BRATTON PAULINE MILTON KEYNES FRANCE
ANDERSON JOHN L WYANDANCH NY BRAUN VICKI APO AE
ANDERSON STEVEN M SAN FRANCISCO CA BROGLEY-RITTENHOUSE M KANSAS CITY MO
ANDERSON TERRILL TACOMA WA BROWN MEREDITH A FOSTER CITY CA
ANGELOPOULOS JOI-IN JOHNSON CITY TN BUCHANAN NANCY B MEQUON WI
ANTONELLIS JR PAUL J YARMOUTH MA BUCK WILLIAM REDONDO BEACH CA
AYASH ELIZABETH WEAVER AL BUDDA PAMELA J WOODBRIDGE VA
BAERWALD LCG R OSHKOSH WI BURDEN CHRISTINE A FOUNTAIN HILLS AZ
BAILEY HAROLD L CATONSVILLE MD BURNETT ROBERT S RALEIGH NC
BAILEY RUSSELL G SAN JOSE CA BURNS STEPHEN A GLACE BAY NOVA SCOTIA
BARFIGLD BERNITA SIERRA VISTA AZ BURTON BARBARA H ELGIN IL
BARKER RITA EVANS MILLS NY BUSSEE MICHAEL SCO'I`T' HUNTINGTON BEACH CA
BARBELL LISA B KNOXVILLE TN BUTLER ELLEN V CHESTERTON IN
BASKIN MICHAEL SOLON OH BYLER DONNA GAINESVILLE VA
BECKER JOEL DANIELSON CT BYWALEC PATRICIA J SCHAUMBURG IL
BEERS KATHRYN CAMBRIDGE MA CAMPBELL ANN W NEW WINDSOR NY
BENJAMIN MONICA G PHILADELPHIA PA CAMPBELL DENNIS APO AE
BENNETT PAMELA KINGSTON RI CANNON CHARLES SLOAN NY
BERRY STEVEN M TERRE HAUTE IN CANUP JAMES M FLORENCE SC
BIRKLAND STEPHEN ARDEN HILLS MN CAPEN JOHN M NEWBURGH NY
BLEVINS PATSY FRANKFORT KY CABLE SUSAN LONG BEACH CA
BOVA JOHN AIR COLUMBUS OH CARROLL JR DONALD W DAVIDSON NC
BOWDEN KATE NEW YORK NY CEASE KAREN FT LAUDERDALE FL
BOWER BARBARA J SUWANEE GA CHAPIN-NEEBE DEBORAH CAMBRIDGE MA
BOWMAN JOHN R MCALESTER OK CLARK KELLY GRAFTON MA
BOWMAN

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

REBECCA J COHOCTON NY continued in next issue...
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(Handbook available in

Start training tomorrow with a complete,
affordable, proven training program.

DOT DRUG &ALCOHOL
SUPERVISOR TRAINING
MADE EASY!

"The DOT 60/60 Drug &Alcohol
Training Program"
For supervisors, the 60/60 program will put you in
compliance with DOT training requirements.
• 1-hour' Alcohol Awareness video
• 1-hour Substance Abuse video
• Two 60+page Leaders Guides
• "What You Need to Know DOT Alcohol &Drug

Rules Handbook"

For safety-sensitive employees, the DOT Handbook
along with your company policy meets the DOT's
written communication requirements.

Please call if you would like a
catalog of our other training
program titles.
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

Wrapping Up This Term with Fond Memories
by George E. Cobbs, Jr., CEAP, EAPA President

s the end of my presidential term
draws near, it is with a great deal of
pleasure that I look back on the past

two years. What a great opportunity being
EAPA's president has been for me! I learned
a lot of new information about the
Association and its membership. I have
always had a great deal of respect for this
Association, so I want to take this time to
thank the members, my fellow officers of the
Executive Committee, and the EAPA Board
of Directors for your support.

In January 1995 at the beginning of my
tenure as president, I stated three goals
wanted to achieve: to unify our members, to
schedule activities that fit within our budget,
and to focus on our strategic plan. I am
pleased to see that we have made great
strides in all of our goals.

First, we have been successful in bringing
back harmony to our Association. We had
been in danger of pulling ourselves apart at
the seams. This Association, with its won-
derful history, has too much going for it to
have remained in such a nonproductive
state. Real problems did exist. By choosing a
better way to deal with them, however, we
have become a more harmonious
Association that is producing some wonder-
ful products and services for its members.

Our second goal was to return the
Association to financial stability. Today
EAPA is financially sound and is beginning
to achieve many of its financial goals.
Having $1,000,000 in the reserve fund by
the year 2000 is now an obtainable objec-
tive. FY 1996 funds in the amount of
$200,000 have been earmarked for the
reserve fund and we will continue to set
aside such an amount at least until the year
2000. This is a remarkable achievement
when you remember that a year ago we
were looking at a $339,000 deficit.

There are many people who take credit
for this remarkable feat, but I want to give
kudos to the members, the Board, our Chief
Operating Officer Sylvia Straub, and the
wonderful EAPA staff. Because of the finan-
cial soundness of the Association, we have
been able to do many things in an improved
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fashion. (One example that comes to mind
as I write this column is the EAPA
Membership Resource Directory. In addition
to the usual membership contact informa-
tion, it now lists the EAPA Bylaws, Code of
Ethics, Committee Chairs, and various other
information that is so helpful to our mem-
bers.) I am pleased with where we are with
our finances. But we must remain vigilante
and monitor our corporate spending very
carefully. I'm reminded of a saying posted
on a wall near my office—"Those who for-
get their mistakes are condemned to repeat
them."

Our third goal was to follow the objec-
tives of our Association strategic plan devel-
oped in 1992. In reviewing this plan and
looking at the objectives that were outlined,
believe we have moved closer to our goals.

The strategic plan provides a vision of a suc-
cessful future for EAPA and its purpose is to
keep the Association moving in the right
direction. During my presidency, the strate-
gic plan has been a tremendous resource for
me. In mid-September of this year the Board
will meet in Maryland to revisit the strategic
plan and make changes, where necessary, or
develop a new plan.

Accreditation Update

The strategic plan has led us to a topic of
major interest—accreditation. Over the past
six years the Accreditation Committee has
investigated various programs, gathered
information, and considered a number of
alternatives. At the Board meeting in April
1996, the committee presented a review of
its work and requested authorization to enter
into negotiations with the Council on the
Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities
(CARE) to establish an accreditation process
that would involve EAPA members and be
based on EAPA standards.

To deal with the concerns expressed by
some members through their Board repre-
sentatives, Ifelt that it was my role to estab-
lish aprocess that would allow us to arrive
at a decision reflecting the interests and
needs of the membership. I appointed an
Accreditation Task Force of the Board to

work with the Accreditation Committee to
come up with a recommendation for action
by the full Board. (See the July/August issue
of the EAPA Exchange for a I ist of Task Force
members.)

The Task Force gathered a great deal of
information regarding the efforts to date of
the Accreditation Committee and developed
a`set of recommendations, which were then
presented to the Accreditation Committee.
The recommendations were:

1. To terminate the relationship that the
Accreditation Committee has established
with CARF.

2. That the Association make state licensure
and the regulation of EAP title, practice,
and program a priority as a means of
moving the field forward at this time.

3. That the Association redirect more energy
into marketing the standards by providing
more information to the buyers of EAP
services.

4. That the Association develop and launch
a low-cost pilot program that distinguish-
es EA programs that provide services
meeting the test of the EAPA standards
and EAP core technology. After a period
of time determined by the Board, this

pilot should be evaluated to measure its
impact on the field and to consider next
steps.

5. That consideration be given to providing
funds and authorization for the EACC to
develop and provide the pilot program,
and that the energy of the current
Accreditation Committee be redirected to
this effort.

6. That the cost for such a program be with-
in reach of all EAP providers, both small
and large, and that the program not be a
financial burden for the Association, but
one that pays for itself and/or makes
money for the Association.

Discussion followed and it was clear that
the Task Force and the Accreditation
Committee agreed on one Task Force rec-
ommendation: to cease discussion with
CARF. The Task Force and the Accreditation
Committee then approached the Board with
their own separate sets of recommendations.
The Accreditation Committee recommend-
ed that the issue be brought to the full mem-
bership for a vote. At its July 30 meeting,
the Board declined the Accreditation
Committee recommendation and accepted
the recommendations of the Task Force.

One of the Task Force recommenda-
tions—that consideration be given to having
the EACC develop a pilot quality assurance
program on .accreditation—was considered
and declined by the EACC during its August
1996 meeting in Toronto. Their decision was
based on the fact that the Commission has a
full plate with the new CEAP requirements
and development of international certifica-
tion criteria.

The issue of accreditation will most cer-
tainly come up at the strategic planning
meeting scheduled for late September, and
your new president, Don Magruder, will
report on the results of that meeting at the
Annual Business Meeting in Chicago.
believe it is essential that the membership
know how this important matter was
addressed and dealt with. While there are
other issues that concern the Association,
our decision on accreditation was one of
great importance.

Chapters—The Heart of EAPA

visited many chapters during my tenure
and listened very intently to the concerns of
members. I also had the privilege of inform-
ing them of activities sponsored by the
Association. I talked to them about the ded-
ication of our very capable staff. I also talked
to them about the modernization of our
communication systems at the international
headquarters. I told them about the dramat-

~ ,~' b

is improvements that have taken place, and
thanked especially those chapters that

donated so generously to make this effort
possible. I told them about our Board of
Directors and the Executive Committee and
how none of this could have been accom-
plished without their support. I have thor-
oughly enjoyed these visits to chapters and
am sorry that I couldn't visit them all.

In closing, I want to say a special thanks
to Karen Hagen, who was a gracious host on
my recent trip to Minneapolis. And if you are
ever in Minneapolis, try to get an invitation
to Lee Mauk's home. He's a great cook as
well as a great host.

Thanks to all EAPA members who have
been my support and inspiration in these
past two years. It has been an honor and a
pleasure to serve as your president. ►~
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E-Mail and Other Good News
by Sylvia Straub, Chief Operating Officer

APA has e-mail! As promised in this
column in the July/August issue, we
have gone on-line. Staff e-mail address-

es appear on (page 5). We are excited about
this new dimension of international head-
quarters operations and we believe we will
be better able to serve members in the U.S.
and worldwide.

Updating EAPA's technological capabili-
ties continues on other fronts as well. We are
currently working on a comprehensive
update of our database. Our new system will
be integrated. For example, data about a
member's membership status, certification
information, conference attendance, etc.,
will all be on one record, instead of on sev-
eral. Reports will be easier to generate, and
the system will handle effectively the added
reporting needs associated with the new
CEAP requirements. In addition to working
on the database update, staff are also work-
ing on ahome page for EAPA Headquarters.

Credit for achievements in updating
EAPA's computer system goes to EAPA's in-
house Computer Committee: Sheree
Clayton, Mary Craigie, and Jeff Durkin.
Kudos to these dedicated staff members and
to all the staff for their flexibility and speed in
adjusting to and using new hardware and
software. Thanks also to all those chapters
whose contributions helped EAPA get there
sooner than anticipated!

One of the chapters that generously con-
tributed to EAPA's computer fund, the North
Carolina Chapter, is establishing a home
page. If there are other chapters doing the
same, it would be good to know about it so
that we may work together wherever possi-
ble to extend our technological capabilities
and better serve members.

EACC Meeting in Canada

The summer months have been busy and
productive ones for EAPA and the EACC.
President Cobbs and I had the pleasure of
attending the EACC meeting held in Toronto
in August. Our host was Diane Mcllwain,
and she did a splendid job of finding accom-
modationsand getting us around her beauti-
ful city. An enormous amount of work was
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accomplished in a short span of time. Please
see EACC Chair Steve Posen's report on
page 35. On that same page you'll also find
a photo of those who joined in a cake-cut-
ting ceremony to celebrate the EACC's 10th
anniversary.

My role as ex officio of the EACC allows
me to support the Commission and the staff
in their work. Joni Reed Cooley, Certification
Department director, and Kimberly Willis,
Certification manager, do an excellent job
processing the hundreds of calls and thou-
sands of records associated with the certifi-
cation program.

Be sure to note some

of the special offerings

in your Advance
Conference Program,
including a new event
this year—the Public
Forum. This year's topic
is licensure, a subject that
everyone in the EA field
needs to know about.

have mentioned several times in this
column the dedication and excellent work
of the EAPA staff. Members will be interest-
ed in the media work that EAPA's Director of
Communications Kay Springer has been
undertaking. In addition to editing the Ef1PA
Exchange, Kay handles media calls and
places stories in print and electronic media.
The August issue of Working Women maga-
zine carried a very positive story about
employee assistance, which it cites as one of
the "hot professions for women." Look for
other information about media placements
on page 7 of this issue.

Start Packing Your Bags for
Chicago

At this writing, we are just a few weeks
away from EAPA's annual conference and
the celebration of the Association's 25th
anniversary. I urge you to begin making
arrangements—hotel and air reservations as
well as conference and workshop registra-
tions—as soon as possible. This year we
expect all of the workshops to be full, so if
you wish to attend the "Elements of EAP"
course or the workshops on confidentiality
and/or the Department of Transportation/
Substance Abuse Professional seminars, it's a
good idea to get your registration in ASAP!
All three workshops have limited capacity.

Be sure to note some of the special offer-
ings in your Advance Conference Program,
including a new event this year—the Public
Forum. This year's topic is licensure, a sub-
ject that everyone in the EA field needs to
know about and one that will be of special
interest to chapters involved in or contem-
plating efforts to establish EA licensure in
their respective states.

Special celebrations will occur through-
out the conference, and a very special cele-
bration of EAPA's 25th anniversary will
occur at the Presidents Banquet. Look for a
special gift for each attendee at the banquet.

Kudos to the Program Committee for
putting together an exciting and innovative
program, and thanks to the Host Committee,
as well as to Ellen Miller, director of
Conference Services, and Leesa Kuo, manag-
er of Exhibits, for all their hard work on prepa-
rations.

A staff ~l~eii~ber ~vi~o has ~~o>>tributed to the

Assoriiifia~~ i~~ a major way by oryanizin~ its n~counls

paUables fun~fion has bec~~ ill for several vvecks. Ruhcn

Duiai~d has been underyoii~g d~emotherapy for a non

~an~ei~ous growth and throughout rTiost o(~ 1he sumi~~cr

has been ~omin J to N~ork oiE and on to keeF~ us ~~iught

up, Nle are hopeful their he ~r~ill be able to relurn ful6

lime to EAPA by the Irene you receive this issue.

!'

These past two years at EAPA have been
as exciting as they have been productive.
We have eliminated the deficit and, as you
will hear during the Association's Annual
Meeting on November 10, we have a sur-
plus that is enabling us to update EAPA's
technological system, as well as to make
progress on a number of priority projects for
the Association. By continuing to work
together, we will continue to move the
Association forward.

Finally, I would like to thank George
Cobbs for his leadership and expertise in
Keeping the staff and the Board so clearly
focused on their particular areas of responsi-
bility—the staff with operations and the Board
with creating and enforcing policy. This divi-
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sion of labor is essential to every successful
Association. His skill in this area has helped
EAPA male great strides in the past two years.

See you in Chicago! ►~

EAPA Headquarters E-Mail Addresses

Sheree Clayton
EAPFINDIR@AOL.COM
Joni Reed Cooley
EAPCERTDIR@AOLCOM
Mary Craigie
EAPMEMDIRCAOL.COM
Jeff Durkin
EAPOFFMAN@AOL.COM
Ashley Harris
EAPRESCEN@AOL.COM
Sheila Macdonald
EAPLPPDIR@AOL.COM
Ruth Maupin
EAPRECMAN C~AOLCOM
Ellen Miller
EAPCONDIR@AOLCOM
Juanita Padgett
EAPMEMMAN @AOL.COM
I<ay Springer
EAPCOMMDIRC~AOLCOM
Sylvia Straub
EAPCOO@AOLCOM
Kimberly Willis
EAPCE RTMAN C~AOLCOM
Receptionist
EAPAMAIN@AOL.COM

ASE ANAG~~IENT
WINDOWS COMPATIBLE

...the easy way::
Now you can...
• Organize Client Records

SELF-CONTAINED •Maintain Resource Lists
• Match Providers to Client's Needs
• Evaluate Program Effectiveness
• Prepare Reports and Summaries

AFFORDABLE • • •ALL FROM YOUR DESKTOP COMPUTER~~

And, you'll...
• Save Money
• Reduce Administrative Overhead
• Decrease the Burden of Managing Data

LABOR SAVING

~asel4~lana~r=
~ . ~ The easy-to-use, Windows compatible,

EAP Information Management System

• ~ •
OFFICE AUTOMATION GROUP

~ (714) 831-6680
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At Eli Lilly anc~ Company, we're
reaching beyond our commitment to
develop anc~ manufacture quality,

cost-e~ective pharmaceuticals to meet

the expanding needs of employee

assistance professionals.

We recognize that, to be a truly

ef~ective partner in corporate health

care, we must help you deliver
successful health care outcomes.

That's why we're responclin~ by:

Developing processes ~or managing

the course of targeted diseases, from
prevention to diagnosis to optimal

interventions.

Offering access to caata and technology
that will impact health care utilization

and enable accurate measurements.

I'ailorin~ our educational support

services to meet your organization's

objectives.

Your Lilly account manager will
be reaching out in new ways to

provide the programs and services
that support your speoi{ic corporate

health care needs.

~~~

Eli Lilly and Company

EAI ~A EXTRACTS 1 MEWS TO AND FROM F~PA MEMBERS

Vote for the EAPA czndidate of your choice! All EAPA

members were mailed a ballot and a roster of candidates
for the 1996 election of national officers. (Those can-
didates are also listed on pages 10-12 of this issue.)
All ballots must be postmarked to EAPA He~tclguarters by
October 14 to be counted in this election. If you need

another ballot or more information, call Jeff Durkin at

EAPA Headquarters.
................................................................................................................................

Have you registered for the 25th EAPA Annual

Conference? Avoid the rush and send in your registra-

tion form today. (There's still time to register for

three pre-conference workslwps on topics of vital inter-

est to EA professionals: Confidentiality, the responsi-

bilities of substance abuse professionals under

Department of Transportation regulations, and the basic

elements of EAP. For more information, send in the forms

in your P.dvance Program or call 703-522-6272.
............................................................................................................................... :

Meet the Program Cam~ittee and read about their rec-

ommendations for workshops to attend in G`hicago. See

page 8 of this issue.

In the July/August issue, President Cobbs promised

an update o¢i accreciitatian. See page 2 for the latest

develoTxnents from the Accreditation Committee and the

Accreditation Task Force.

The International Headquarters Office has e-mail: See

page 5 for a list of names and numbers.

Please note this correction from the May/June issue

of the EAPA Exchange: The area code for the OSHA

Tr&7.TI7.L~CJ ~stitute, Office o£ Trainin~n and Echicatio~

(listed on page 35) has been changed to 847. The cor-

rect rnunber is 847-297-4810.

To those who have chosen or who are consider+n9

choos'n9 affiliate membership: The new affiliate mPm-

bership category provides limited benefits to EAPA mem-

bers in the Canadian and International Regions. One ben-

efit it does not provide is the member rate for the CEAP

examisiatian arLd maintenar►ce £ees or the EAPA Meml~sr

Resow.~e Guide.

New publication available in the Resource Center:

Workplace Critical Incidents: What Businesses Can Lb to

Prevent Violence from Striking. See ad on back cover.
...............................................................................................................................

Do you have information or research an statistics,

autcame studies, salaries, ar future trends for EAPS?

Your EAP colleagues and the EAP field could benefit from

your inforniation. If you have research data or studies

to share, please contact Ashley Harris in the EAPA

Resource Center at 703-522-6272.

The EAPA Annual Business Meeting will take place on

Sunday, November 10, at the Hyatt Regency Convention

Center in Chicago, Illinois. The meeting will include

an open discussion focusing on the Code of Ethics and

the strategic plan. Immediately following the meet-

ing will be a new event—an Annual Forum. This 1996

topic will be licensure. Don't miss it!

And don't forget to wish the EACC a happy tenth

anniversary (1986-1996)

Check your membership renewal date! The 1997 EAPA

Member Resource Directory will be published soon.

Only those members who are current as of December

1, 1996 will be included.
...............................................................................................................................

The biannual EAPA Consultants Directory is now

in the planning stages. Information about being

listed in this directory will be sent to each mem-

ber in September 1996.

Coming in 1997: The EAPA Public Policy

Conference with the theme, "Shaping the Future of

the EA Profession," will be held in Washington,

D.C., March 22-25. See page 40 for more informa-

tion.

Eger wonder why some workshops are listed in the

"Conferences and Workshops" department and others

aren't? It takes time. Read why on page 38. --

MEDIA MESSAGES: EAPs ar~d how they deal with substance

abuse in the workplace was the; featured interview on

V~II~]'IN, a. radio talk show in Newton, Massachusetts. EAPA

menber Bill Ostiguy, EAP Coordinator for the Boston Fire

Department, did an outstanding job presenting EAPA's

message about the effectiveness of and necessity for

EAPs. If you would like to set up a similar media oppor-

tunity in your area, call Director of Coications Kay

Springer at 703-522-6272....The July 1996 issue of
[robs~lci non Woman magazine includes employee assistance as

one of the top 20 job opportunities for women....In

August, USA Zbday interviewed EAPA manber Jim Wrich

regarding drug abuse at the corporate level....The

August 1 issue of The National Report an Substance Abuse

includes an article entitled "EAPA Provides Training on

the Impact on Recent U.S. Supreme Court Ruling Regarding

Confidentiality."...In November, the Tarter Tribune will

carry a four-day series on depression and mental ill-

ness. EAPA was interviewed regarding how EA profession-

als protect the confidentiality of their clients....The

September 1996 issue of Business and Health magazine

will include information on EAPS and managed care.
................................................................................................................................

FnvA manber Rick Wall, J.D., CEAP, who represented

EAPA at a 1995 American Bar Association (ABA) regional

conference, represented EAPA at an ABA Substance Abuse

Policy Symposium in Washington, D.C., September 19-20.►~.
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Meet the 1996 Program Committee for Chicago'96

Jacic Hennessy
EAPA Program Co-Chair

IYs a pleasure and an honor to be co-
chair of the 25th Annual Conference
Program Committee. In my opinion, this
conference will be the best ever! We have
carefully chosen workshops that reflect
the diverse interests and opinions of our
members. We hope you enjoy them.

We'll have lots to celebrate in Chicago.
Be sure to be on hand for the Annual
Business Meeting to meet our new presi-
dent and hear about the strategic plan for
EAPA. Don't miss the Annual Forum—a
new feature where we can have open dis-
cussion on an issue of interest to our
members. This year's topic will be state
licensure. If you intend to become a CEAP
or renew your certification, you'll benefit
from the workshop, "Certification and
Recertification: A'How-to' Guide."

Jack Hennessy, a former EAPA President,
is Vice President for Labor Relations at
Liberty Healthcare Management in New
York City.

Beverly Younger
EAPA Program Co-Chair

Creating the 25th Annual Conference
offered unique challenges as we (a) restruc-
tured the program format from program
tracks to PDH content categories and (b)
refined the selection process to increase.
workshop quality. We developed an
Abstract Evaluation Form to quantify com-
mittee members' ratings on six variables,
including originality, speaker's qualifica-
tions, and audience interest. Using compos-
ite scores to select from the 150 proposals
received, the eight committee members
used an objective decision-making process
to select sessions.

The interests of special interest groups
were well represented in our workshops.
Don't miss "Concepts in Counseling
Women: What Can Be Learned from
Feminist Theory" (taught by a renowned
speaker on women's issues); "Current
Cultural Issues Relating to the EAP in the
Workplace"; and "Gay and Lesbian Issues in
Providing EA Services: Organizational and

Client Perspectives". The research poster
sessions, and a special International Forum
should also be on your list of things to do.

Beverly Younger, LCSW, CEAP, is
Regional EAP Manager for the Bank of
America in Chicago.

Daniel Hughes, MSW, MA
Research Committee

As EAPA celebrates its 25th anniversary
as an Association, the role of research is
increasingly important. Mergers, downsiz-
ing, restructuring, outsourcing, and man-
aged care have reshaped the profession. This
year's research program offers a diverse
series of workshops reflecting the past, pre-
sent, and future of the field. The heart of this
year's program is composed of two work-
shops that will review and explore the sig-
nificant contributions of Harry Trice, Jack
Erfurt, and Andrea Foote. These "Pioneers in
Employee Assistance Research" workshops
will offer distinguished panels led by Brad
Googins and Bill Sonnenstuhl. Other
research-oriented workshops will include
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presentations focusing on prevention, core
technology, program evaluation, substance
abuse, customer satisfaction, cost benefits,
and a view of the field in the 21st century.
)oin us in Chicago for what promises to be
an exciting and informative conference.

Daniel Hughes,' MSW, MA, is EAP
Program Manager for Mt. Sinai Medical
Center in New York City,

James J. Harting, LCSW, CEAP
Legislative and Public Policy Committee

In case you haven't heard, two states—
Tennessee and North Carolina—now
require you to have a license to call yourself
an EA professional. Several EAPA chapters
are seeking legislation in their states to
license EA professionals. Three sessions at
this 25th Annual Conference will be partic-
ularly valuable to those who want to know
the effects of EAP licensure in the present
and the future.

• The Public Forum on Sunday, 2:30 p.m.,
will provide an exciting exchange of
ideas;

• On Sunday, 11:30 a.m., a workshop enti-
tled "Future EA Trends Include the Core
Technology" will review the state of
Virginia's approach to licensure. Their
initial one-year study has been approved
by their legislature.

• A special session on Tuesday, 11:00 a.m.,
reviews the experience of three states and
provides suggestions for specific actions.
Jim Harting is President of Harting

Associates, Inc. in Fairview Heights, Illinois.

Kevin R. Johnson, M.S.
External Consultants Committee

Designing a conference program that
appealed to our profession's diverse mem-
bership and, at the same time, offered
opportunities for greater unity within the
profession, seemed quite intimidating at first.
In addition, we wanted this 25th Annual
Conference to be the best ever.

The tidal wave of healthcare reform
poses significant challenges to our profes-
sion. Forging a niche in the healthcare mar-
ket depends upon our ability to accurately
evaluate and measure outcomes and bene-
fits of our unique service .delivery model.
Workshops of particular interest for externals
will be "Marketing EAPs to Small Business,"
which focuses on the diversity of small
employers and the need to identify success-
ful strategies to attract this market.
"Evaluation of Employee Assistance
Programs" and "Clinical Outcome
Measurement for EAPs and Managed Care"
are two workshops that will be of critical
interest to both internal and external
providers.

Kevin R. Johnson, M.S., is a Senior
Consultant for Hampshire Associates in
Keene, New Hampshire.

Ted Mapes
Labor Committee

The quality and quantity of abstracts from
Labor members was very impressive and
showed a wide scope of topics and expertise.
"Why Pay Attention to Organized Labor," a

workshop with Louis Lang, the Democratic
Floor Leader from Illinois; and a panel includ-
ing Dawn Zumstein-Marie (AFSCME), Michael
Gallagher (AFSCME), and George Maltezos
(IBEV~ will be a workshop not to miss. Labor
members will also participate in "Labor
Perspectives on Evaluating MAP/EAP"and var-
iousother qual iryworkshops. Don't miss them!

Ted Mapes, CAC, CEAP, is Program
Administrator of the Union Assistance
Program for the Transport Workers Union of
Greater New York, Local 100.

Patrice M. Muchowslci, Sc. D.
Treatment Committee

"Recognizing and Treating OCD in the
Workplace," presented by Dr. William
Glazer is a "must' for EAP professionals.
Employees with OCD do not necessarily

come to the attention of EA professionals
since their behavior' is often reinforced and
rewarded in the workplace. Learning how to
identify such behaviors is a critical skill for
the EA professional.

"Concepts in Counseling Women: What
Can Be Learned from Feminist Therapy"
offers us an opportunity to learn specific
information from the feminist perspective
that can be applied to EAP counseling. Such
information will be useful in selecting con-
tinuing care providers, if necessary, and in
identifying techniques that will be more effi-
cient and effective.

Patrice Muchowski, Sc. D., is Vice
President of Clinical Services for AdCare
Hospital of Worcester, Massachusetts.

Richard G. Wall, CEAP, J.D.
Program Managers Committee

The key to succeeding in today's work
organization is the ability to translate your
contribution into terms your management
respects. Several excellent 1996 work-
shops focus on the value added to work
organizations by internal EAPs. For exam-
ple, "Cost-Benefit Demonstrates Signi-
ficant Return" and "EAP: The Employers
Best Benefits Bargain" focus directly on
adding value. "Behavioral Health
Carveout—The AT&T Experience" and
"Integration of Managed Care Services
into an Internal EAP—An Anheuser-Busch
Success Story" both give specific exam-
ples of EAP leadership in integrating man-
aged care services. "EAPs as Productivity
Consultants" and "The Power Is in the
Partnership" address how well internal
EAPs network within their work organiza-
tions. For those employer organizations
doing business internationally,
"International EAP Development and
Auditing" on Tuesday afternoon will illu-
minate this growing opportunity for inter-
nally managed EAPs.

Rick Wall is E,4P Coordinator for Mobil
Corporation in Fairfax, Virginia. ►~
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The EAPA elections are quickly
approaching. To facilitate your voting,
the Association has given the candi-

dates the opportunity to submit a short bio-
graphical sketch for presentation to the
membership. All meet the necessary quali-
fications to hold office as described in the
Bylaws.

The ballots were mailed out on
September 15, 1996 and must be post
marked for return no later then October 14,
1996. The results will be announced at the
25th Anniversary Conference in Chicago.

President Elect

Greg DeLapp, CEAP
(Unopposed)

Greg DeLapp, CEAP, is
manager of Employee
Assistance and Health

a~ Services for Carpenter
~~ Technology Corporation,

Reading Pennsylvania.
have a long history of

service to the Associa-
tion, awealth of experi-

ence that I wish to offer to the membership.
My service includes being the current vice
president of the Board; being a founding
member, officer, and president of the
Delaware Chapter; serving on the Board as
the Eastern Regional Director; chairing the
EAPA National Conference Program
Committees; and serving on numerous
EAPA committees.

Improvement and expansion of the
Association demands the service of its mem-
bers, something I have not shied away from
in the past. As an EAP manager for 15 years,
as a CEAP, and as a concerned EAPA mem-
ber, Iintend to continue to be a part of the
revitalization and growth of the Association.

Vice President
..o oo~o 00000000e0000a00000aa0000000000...

Jon Christensen, MS, CEAP

Jon G~ristensen, MS,
CEAP, currently serves as
the Associate Director of
the Center for Employee
Assistance in Racine and
Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
am certified EA profes-

sional with over 16
years of experience in

the field, coming to EA from alcohol/drug
abuse treatment. I became involved with
ALMACA in 1980. I have served as president
and vice president of the Southeast
Wisconsin Chapter. I was recently the North
Central Regional Director, serving during the
last Board transition period. I have served on
the EAPA Exchange Advisory Committee
and the Standards Committee during the
current effort to update the Association's
standards. In 1993 I received a National
Certificate of Special Recognition and, in
1995, I received the initial Chapter Member
of the Year Award from the Southern
Wisconsin Chapter.

Jack Freckman, CEAP

Jack Freckman, CEAP, is
the Founder and Presi-
dent of Freckman and
Associates.

` ~

have been involved in
EA services for 15 years,
both in union and non-
union settings in the
public and private sec-

tors. Ihave developed and implemented
several EAPs, provided both clinical and
administrative EAP services, and served as a
trainer and consultant in these areas.

have been actively involved in EAPA
(ALMACA) since the early 1980s. Currently,

serve as the Southern Regional Director.
have served twice as the Middle Tennessee
Chapter President and once as the Kentucky
Chapter President. I have served as Ethics
Committee Chairperson for the Middle
Tennessee Chapter and I have also been on
the national-level Education and Training
Committee. I have twice chaired the
Southern Region EAPA Conference.

Since the mid-1980s, I have actively
worked to develop and support the passage
of EAP licensure. The first licensure law was
passed in 1993; I was presented with EAPA's
Special Recognition Award for my work on
EAP licensure laws in Tennessee.

Treasurer

Linda Sturdivant, CEAP
(Unopposed)

Linda Sturdivant, CEAP,
is Employee Counselor
for the University of
Pittsburgh Medical Cen-
ter Employee Assistance
Program in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.
have held the position

of EAPA Treasurer for
the past two years and am running fora sec-
ond term. My decision to run again is based
upon the progress EAPA has made over the
past two years in reaching financial stability.
As most of you know, EAPA was operating in
a deficit situation two years ago. Thanks to
the dedication of the Finance Committee,
the Executive Committee, the Board of
Directors, the Chief Operating Officer, and
the EAPA staff, a remarkable turnaround has
occurred. The deficit is gone, money has
been returned to the reserve fund and EAPA
is now exploring an investment plan. It is
rare that one gets the opportunity to serve
and see positive results so quickly .

So much has been accomplished, but
more needs to be done. The experience of
being treasurer has been challenging and
rewarding. My pledge is to assist EAPA in
continuing down the path set over the past
two years.

Secretary

John Hooks, CEAP
(Unopposed)

John Hooks, CEAP, cur-
rentlyworks for the Ford

~; . .
Motor Company He is
assigned to the national
staff of the UAW-Ford
Employee Support Ser-
vices Program.
believe in the power of

the group to achieve that
which is unachievable on an individual
basis. That belief leads me to attempt to prac-
tice inclusion in everything I do. I believe
that finding common ground for all EAPA
constituent groups presents a big opportuni-
ty for the Association to practice inclusion,
thereby merging our roots from the past to
address the current and future challenges for
the field.

As Secretary of the Association, I will
continue to advocate for the best use of all
the groups of EAPA; i.e., Labor, women,
other minorities, gays and lesbians, consul-
tants, and management to seek solutions to
the challenges facing the Association and
the field.

Internal Director

Jack Dempsey, CEAP

(Unopposed)

Jack Dempsey, CEAP, is
currently the Executive
Director of the Allied
Trade Assistance Program,

A"~ i "`ry the Members Assistance
. ~ Program of the Philadel-

phia Building Trades
Council.
have held an internal

position in the EAP field for 14 years. I have
been on the Advisory Committee for the
Philadelphia Police Department EA program
and was Coordinator of the Alcohol and
Drug Programs for Philadelphia PS Laborers

and Painters District Council and Allied
Trades. I am active in the Association as the
Mid-Atlantic Labor Coordinator. In 1992,
was the recipient of the John J. Hennessy
Labor Award.

Diversity Director
ooa.oesoao.e.o.o,.,o.e,e..a.o.v o o ° a..o,.a
Ruby Richardson, CEAP,
LCDC, CADAC, NCAC II

(Unopposed)

Ruby Richardson, CEAP,
LCDC, CADAC, current-
ly works for the Workers

~- Assistance Program as
K ~ Regional Director of

<~ . NortheasdNorth Central
Texas.
have been a member of
EAPA since 1987. This

membership began with the North Texas
Chapter in Dallas. During this time, I served
as Chapter Treasurer and as the Educational
Chairperson. I am now a member and co-
founder of the Lone Star Chapter in Fort
Worth. I served briefly (September 1994 to
April 1995) as chapter president before relo-
cating with my employer to Tyler, Texas.

If elected, I accept the responsibilities of
Diversity Director, and my pledge of person-
al commitment of honesty, professionalism,
and willingness will reflect in the represen-
tation of EAPA. I will adhere to the highest
standards and my primary objective will
always be to seek a culture which values dif-
ferences.

Eastern Regional
Director

Sam Todaro, CEAP

(Unopposed)

Sam Todaro, CEAP, is the EA Coordinator
for the Buffalo Laborers Membership
Assistance Program, Local 210, in Buffalo,
New York.

have been a member of Local 210 for
30 years. During this time I have had a wide
variety of experience, including 15 years as
a Training Instructor and 7 years as the
Membership Assistance Program
Coordinator. I am a CEAP, a member of the
National Labor Committee, and vice presi-
dent of the Erie/Ontario Chapter. In 1995

was honored at the National Convention in
Seattle with the prestigious John J. Hennessy
Award for outstanding Labor Employee
Assistance Professionals.

International Region

Stephen Galliano

(Unopposed)

Stephen Galliano has
been an EA professional
for 7 years. He currently
works as the Clinical
Director and as the main
Board Director of ICAS,
a leading UK and
European EA services
provider.

have been strongly involved in the pro-
motion and development of EAPs in the UK,
both as an EA provider and as an active sup-
porter of EAPA. I am a founding member of
the Britannic Chapter and have held the
position of vice president over the last two
years, including a period as caretaker presi-
dent.

have also played a key role in several
subcommittees. During my tenure as chair
of the UK Standards Sub-committee, we pro-
duced the first UK EAPA Standards of
Practice. While chair of the Ethics
Committee we prepared, and have recently
submitted for consideration, the first UK
EAPA Code of Ethics.

Currently, I ~m chair of the Membership
Subcommittee

Midwestern Region
.o..000aooa0000 e o o o o o o o v o a o o o o o o o e o,eeo.,

Thomas Cole, CEAP

(Unopposed)

Thomas Cole, CEAP, is
the UAW EAP represen-
tative for Ford Motor
Company in Batavia,
Ohio.

~ It is an honor to be a
candidate for Midwest
Regional Director and to

be part of a Board that will continue the
progress that has made been made in EAPA
on a national level.

have been in the field and involved with
ALMACA/EAPA since January 1985 as an
individual member. I am a member of the
Southern Ohio Chapter and have served as the
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Or in the E~P~`tomers, sales-
people and hottest prospects. We have
over 15,000 union made promotional
items including logoed sportswear,
advertising specialties, plaques &
awards, and executive gifts. Every one is
proudly made in the U.S.A., would look
great with your logo and is perfect for:

Customerlclient acquisition.

Customerlclient retention.

Conference, sales meeting and
special event give-aways.

Sales contest incentives.

As the official supplier of all EAPA
logoed merchandise, we have over
15,000 ideas to help you attract and
keep more business. Call us today and
let us put those ideas to work for you.

Stain Promotional Marketing

• 1 I 1 1 ~ ~ ~

following: chapter president; vice president of
Cincinnati; chairperson of the Legislative and
Public Policy Committee; and Chapter
Conference Committee Member for five years.
am currently on the National EAPA Legislative
and Public Policy Committee.

believe it is important to continue our
labor management workplace image and
our founding traditions as caring people
helping troubled employees. If elected, I will
strive to have monthly written communica-
tions with the chapters and semi-annual
regional meetings with chapter officers.
offer my personal commitment to each
chapter within the Region and to promote
EAP pol icies that advocate for the employees
we serve.

Southern Region
Director
........................................o

Frank Burger, CEAP

Frank Burger, CEAP, is
currently the Director of
the EAP Services Depart

,; ~ ment for the United
Papenvorkers International
Union in Nashville,
Tennessee.

have been active in
ALMACA/EAPA in one

form or another since 1973. I have an emo-
tional stake in our organization's well-being.
am not running for the title (I am used to

that); I am running in the interest of my long-
term devotion and in the interest of bringing
your concerns to the Executive Board. I will
telephone and/or visit all the chapters in the
Southern Region as your Regional Director.

John Howard, CEAP

John Howard, CEAP,
is the Director of the
Employee Assistance
Network in Asheville,
North Carolina.
Like many of us in the
EA field, I began my
career in the helping
profession as a chemical

dependency counselor in 1972. In that first
year, I co-sponsored an EAP conference with
two of the original "Thundering 100" and
caught the EAP bug. In the years since,
have worked full-time in the EAP field. I am
currently the director of the Employee

Assistance Network, amedium-sized exter-
nal agency with about 60 accounts, head-
quartered in Asheville, North Carolina. In
my work with the North Carolina Chapter of
EAPA, I have served on the Annual
Conference and Membership Committees,
chaired the Outreach Committee, the
Scholarship Committee, the Education and
Training Committee, edited the chapter
newsletter, and served for two years as vice
president. I am currently completing a two-
year term as chapter president.

feel that the strength of EAPA is at the
chapter level as expressed by the commit-
ment of the individual members. I believe
the job of Regional Director is to represent
the collective view of the membership
regardless of personal view or association.
am honored to be nominated as a candidate.

Western Regional
Director
„ e.ae.>.> o,.,ao.,oa.aoo >oao ><v,o,°oo.o..

Donald G. Jorgensen, Jr.,
Ph.D., CEAP

Donald Jorgensen, Ph.D.,
CEAP, is president and
co-owner of Jorgensen
Healthcare Associates,
Inc. of Tucson, Arizona.
am currently a member

of the EAPA Board of
Directors, serving as
Western Regional Direc-

tor. Ihave also served as president of the
Professional Association of Council
Executives, representing over 200 affiliates
of the National Council on Alcoholism and
Drug Dependence. Currently, I also serve on
the boards of Arizonans for aDrug-Free
Workplace and Greater Tucson Leadership
(past president). I have been active in the
fields of EA services, addiction treatment, and
behavioral health for over 20 years as an
administrator, therapist, educator, and author.

Previously, I have been the Executive
Director for the Tucson Council on
Alcoholism and Drug Dependence, special-
izing in the development of community-
based treatment services, prevention, and
public advocacy.

have published several articles in public
and professional journals. My first book,
Counseling Children of Alcoholics: A
Treatment Guide, was published in 1988.
have also co-authored Secrets Told ey
Children of Alcoholics: What Concerned
Adults Need to Know. ►~

Chicago ̀ 96 -Places to Go and Things to Do
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This list should get you started
planning your visit to Chicago for
the 25th Annual Conference: (All
numbers have an area code of
312 unless otherwise noted.)

Sightseeing by Boat
Board a luxury liner for a cruise on
Chicago's lakefront. For information, call
Shoreline Sightseeing (222-9328) or Spirit
of Chicago (312-836-7899) or Chicago
Architecture Foundation River Cruise
(902-1500).

Need a Multilingual Guide?
Call Ameritours (792-2026) or Inlingua
International Tours (641-0488).

Want to Walk?
Makim's Chicago on Tape (573-0202)

Visitor Information
Concierge Unlimited (220-0500) or Oak
Park Visitors Center (708-848-1500)

Want Discount Dining?

Entertainment Publication Inc. publishes
a directory of premier dining with 50 per-
cent off and 2 for 1 discounts at hundreds
of hot spots. Call 847-945-9119 for more
information.

Looking for Nighttime Entertainment?
Visit the Second City—since 1959, the
starting point for many famous actors,
directors, and writers. Call 337-3942 for
more information.

How About Some Music?
Call the Chicago Symphony Orchestra

Want to Meet a Few New Stars?
Visit the Adler Planetarium (922-STAR)

Don't Miss These Fabulous Museums:
The Art Institute of Chicago (443-3600)
Capone's Chicago (654-1919)
The Cheney Mansion (383-2612)
Chicago Academy of Sciences—
The Nature Museum (871-2668)
Chicago Children's Museum (527-1000)

Chicago's Historical Society (642-4600)
Ernest Hemingway Museum and
Birthplace (708-848-2222)
Frank Lloyd Wright Home and Studio
(708-848-1978)
Hotel Florence Museum/Historic
Pullman District (785-8181)
Museum of Broadcast Communications
(629-6000)
Museum of Contemporary Art
(280-2660)
Museum of Holography (226-1007)
Museum of Natural History (922-9410)
Museum of Science and Industry
(6$4-1414)
Shedd Aquarium (939-2426)

Add These to Your List of
Things to See:
Tribune Tower (home of the
Chicago Tribune newspaper
Wrigley Building's clock tower
Sears Tower
McCormick Place
Merchandise Mart
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These authors explain how years of studying the effects of depression in
the workplace led to EAPA's course, "In Good Company."

By Using Employment-Based Benefits and Services

by Veronica V. Goff and Susan Murray Young

Depression: Scope of the Problem

Each year, more than 17 million
American adults experience clinical depres-
sion; for many the depression occurs during
their most productive work years. More than
the normal feelings of sadness and grief that
accompany the challenges of daily living,
depression is a serious, disabling, and costly
mental illness that affects concentration,
energy level, work performance, and interest
in life.

Depressive illness comes in many forms.
It does not present as a single illness, but
rather as a cluster of symptoms, behaviors,
and functional disorders. The severity of
depression can range from relatively mild
(enabling an individual to function but never
feel quite right) to so severe that the individ-
ual cannot function at all. A landmark study
published in 1989 found that people with
major depression had more difficulty with
day-to-day functioning than those with
chronic physical conditions, such as hyper-
tension, diabetes, and arthritis. Among the
chronic conditions studied, only those
patients with coronary artery disease had
more difficulty functioning. A 1995 study
found that mental disorders, especially affec-
tive disorders like depression, have a signifi-
cant negative impact on all domains of
health-related quality of life.

In many cases, individuals with depres-
sion have co-occurring physical, psychiatric,
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or substance abuse disorders. An analysis of
the National Institute of Mental Health
Epidemiological Catchment Area survey
data shows the broad extent of co-occurring
mental and substance abuse disorders.
Among individuals with an alcohol disorder,
37 percent also had a mental disorder;

Atone large company,
depression accounted
for 17 percent of all
absenteeism and half
of all days lost due
to a mental disorder
during one year.

among individuals with a drug (other than
alcohol) disorder, 53 percent also had a
mental disorder; and among individuals
with a mental disorder, 29 percent also had
a substance abuse disorder. Looking more
closely at affective disorders, some form of
substance abuse or dependence was found
in 32 percent of individuals with an affective
disorder.

In 1994, the National Academy of
Sciences Institute of Medicine issued a
report called Reducing the Risks for Mental

Disorder: Frontiers for Preventive Interven-
tion Research. The report noted that depres-
sive disorders have a high rate of co-occur-
rencewith other psychiatric disorders, espe-
cially substance abuse, anxiety, and schizo-
phrenia, and that it frequently accompanies
severe life stress such as divorce, job loss,
and bereavement. These findings on co-
occurrence have a significant impact on
techniques used for recognizing and treating
mental and substance abuse disorders, as
well as on employer health-related policies
and programs.

More than 80 percent of people with
depression can be effectively treated with
medication, psychotherapy, or a combina-
tion of both. The more severe cases general-
ly require medication. Most people can be
treated on an outpatient basis and feel better
within a matter of weeks. But stigma and lack
of knowledge about depression still cause
discrimination against people with mental ill-
ness and, in many instances, prevent them
from seeking appropriate medical care.

In addition, depression is often unrecog-
nized or inappropriately treated by medical
and mental health practitioners. One recent
study found that psychiatrists and other
mental health professionals often failed to
use effective treatments for patients with
depression. Only one-third of patients
received any antidepressant medication,
and only one in ten was given an adequate
dose of medication.

The D/ART National Worksite Program

The DEPRESSION Awareness, Recognition, and Treatment
(D/ART) Program was established in 1985 by the National
Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) as the first federally funded
public education campaign to address a particular mental illness.
D/ART was designed to disseminate to the public, primary care
providers, and mental health specialists knowledge gained from
more than 40 years of research on the diagnosis, treatment, and
management of depression. The program has three components:

A public education campaign that disseminates print, radio,
and television materials and supports organizational net-
works that comprise a nationwide outreach mechanism.
A professional education program that enhances the ability of
primary care and mental health providers to diagnose and
treat depression.
A national worksite program that assists employers in under-
standing and managing the impact of depression through
supportive workplace policies and programs.

The Washington Business Group on Heaith (WBGH) has held
the NIMH contract to manage the worksite program from
September 1989`through September 1996. D/ART'S emphasis on
helping employers improve their health and human resource
practices on the basis of scientific evidence about the awareness,
recognition, and treatment of depression is consistent with
WBGH organization goals.
WBGH, established in 1974, is a nonprofit membership orga-

nization of approximately 150 large national and multinational
employers. WBGH was founded to work with employers while
promulgating the most progressive worksite and health policies
for employers and employees. WBGH provides in-depth analy-
sis of health and human resource issues to member companies
and works to foster corporate leadership and partnership in
health care delivery system reforms. WBGH approaches its work
from the perspective of large employers, bringing the reality of
their experiences to a wide audience. As discussed earlier in this
article, employer data collected through D/ART and scientific
research point to the significant indirect costs for depression
associated with lost time and productivity.

Under WBGH management, the D/ART National Worksite

Employer Interest in Depression
Recognition and Treatment

Employers purchase healthcare benefits
for 60 percent of Americans under age 65.
Numerous studies indicate that unrecog-
nized depression and depressive symptoms
are associated with high utilization of med-
ical care. For example, a 1990 study found
that 40 percent of a sample group of high
utilizers of medical care had a depressive
disorder. In addition, the clinical practice
guidelines for depression issues published
by the U.S. Agency for Health Care Policy
and Research state that depressive symp-
toms have been found to be three times
more prevalent among those seeking med-

~' 1,

Program provides employers with training and technical assis-
tance on workplace policies and practices that reduce the costly
impact of depression. The program is advised by a group of
employers who are leaders in human resource, employee assis-
tance, benefits, medical, disability management, and health pro-
motion programs. These employers are spokespersons and mod-
els for an employer management approach that uses employ-
ment-based benefits and services to improve early recognition of
depression, appropriate treatment, and workplace supports for
employees with depression. At the core of that approach is the
integrated management of company health-related policies and
programs, including employee education, management training,
employee assistance services, health and disability benefit
design, and health information management.

Such an approach is essential as the employment environ-
ment becomes increasingly complex. Public policies such as the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and the Family and
Medical Leave Act (FMLA) secure leave and accommodation
rights of employees in case of illness, injury, or disability, and
require employers to communicate and guarantee those rights.
Keeping employees healthy and on the job requires the coordi-
nated efforts of many departments responsible for employee
health within a company. No single department has the time or
expertise to respond appropriately to the health- and disabiliry-
related needs of employees. Typically, employment-based bene-
fits represent 20-25 percent of payroll and are designed and
administered by separate departments within a company. A
growing number of employers are considering integrated bene-
fit techniques, defined as "a coordinated approach to adminis-
tration, management information, claims management, and pay-
mentand employee communication for all medical and disabil-
ity employment-based benefits."

Employers who participated in the D/ART National Worksite
Program support integration of employment-based services as well
as benefits. Services such as employee assistance, health promo-
tion, and worWfamily programs often perform early recognition,
demand management, counseling/support, accommodation, and
case management functions that can enhance appropriate use of
benefits. They also keep employees functioning on the job during
treatment or bring them back to work in a timely manner.

ical treatment than among the general pop-
ulation.

Consequently, employers bear much of
the financial burden associated with depres-
sion, both in direct treatment costs and
through absenteeism, lost productivity, and
the cost of inadequate or inappropriate treat-
ment for depression-related symptoms.
Employer experiences compiled in 1991 for
the D/ART National Worksite Program show
that depression is a significant workplace
health issue that warrants greater employer
attention. At one large company, depression
accounted for 11 percent of all absenteeism
and half of all days lost due to a mental dis-
order during one year. Another corporation
found that prevalence rates for major

depression were 17 percent for women and
9 percent for men during one year. A third
major employer conducted a survey of its
employees and found that 30 percent of
respondents reported symptoms of depres-
sion.

One of the most significant studies from
an employer's perspective concerns the
indirect costs of depression. Greenberg et al.
estimated that of the $44 billion spent on
depression annually, the indirect costs asso-
ciated with absenteeism and productivity
losses ($24 billion) far outweigh the direct
treatment costs ($12 billion). The study did
not measure costs associated with the exces-
sive or inappropriate use of medical services

continued on page 39
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Part One: Basic Education on
Depressive and Anxiety Disorders

"The Mental Health Association is offering
FREE Worksite Education Seminars which
explore EARLY DETECTION of symptoms of
stress, depressive disorders, and anxiety dis-
orders, their risk factors, incidence rates, effi-
cacy of treatment, and resources for help."

The sentence above, quoted from a
brochure entitled The Other Health, Beyond
Stress, A Worksite Education Seminar, suc-
cinctlydescribes one phase of a two-part ini-
tiative launched by the Mental Health
Association in Delaware in April 1995. Using
grant funds from the Developmental
Disabilities Planning Council, we were
charged with conducting a statewide educa-
tion campaign on depressive and anxiety
disorders. Quite early in the venture, we
decided that, even though Delaware has a
small population relative to other states,
educating its entire citizenship was too
mammoth a task to pursue all at once. We
chose to establish a Worksite Education
Program and to focus entirely on the work-
site during the first year of our program
because:

1. The majority of people who have
depressive and anxiety disorders have jobs.
If we focused on the workplace, we'd still
reach a large portion of our targeted audi-
ence.

2. We could reach a broad spectrum of
people in a setting that is conducive to
receiving information via educational semi-
nars. We, therefore, had a captive audience
to whom we could go; we didn't have to
wait for them to come to us.

In the 75-minute seminar, employees
would learn:

by Crystal HaymanSimms

• To understand the common stressors in
their lives;

• Signs and symptoms of depressive and
anxiety disorders;

• How depressive and anxiety disorders
can affect their work and personal lives;

• How to get and give help.

84.5 percent of
seminar participants
increased their
knowledge of
psychiatric disorders.

Employer Survey

Before launching the program, we sur-
veyed human resources managers, health
management personnel, and plant managers
from mid-and large-size companies in
Delaware and asked questions about the
general employer's knowledge regarding
depressive and anxiety disorders, what they
were currently doing to assist employees
with these disorders, and what their needs
were regarding employee mental health.
They told us that they thought the term
"mental disorder" characterized someone
who was displaying extreme and outlandish
behavior (acting out); that the terms "depres-
sion" and "anxiety" did not carry the same
stigma as the term "mental illness", that
under no circumstances should we use the
terms "mental illness" or "mental health" in
our program title; that they preferred to have
the training focus on helping employees rec-
ognize signs and symptoms in themselves;

that human resources personnel and super-
visors would benefit from training on how to
approach valued employees, on confiden-
tiality, and on employee reintegration to the
workplace. They noted that even in those
companies that had EAPs, training outside
of the area of substance abuse was not a
priority.
We wanted to be responsive to the con-

cerns we had heard, so we named the sem-
inar "Beyond Stress" in order to avoid using
the terms that could have negative connota-
tions. We also wanted to capture the-idea
that these disorders occur when people
move from being "stressed out" and into ill-
ness. Company EA providers were invited to
be present at the seminars ;and to speak
briefly about their programs. In instances
where there were no providers, benefits
managers were asked to speak about the
company's mental health benefit.

Employee Survey

The first seminar was presented in July
1995 to a group of DuPont Company
employees. To date, 25 seminars have been
presented throughout the state. At nine of the
seminars, we administered before and after
questionnaires to the participants. The ques-
tionnaires were designed to:

Measure the amount of stigma surround-
ing depressive and anxiety disorder
before the seminar began;
Measure whether seminar participants
could increase their knowledge about
depressive and anxiety disorders during a
one hour and fifteen minute seminar;
Determine if information alone could
change negative and inaccurate perceptions
about depressive and anxiety disorders;

• Determine the level of perceived recep-
tivityand help for people who suffer from
depressive and anxiety disorders.
Eleven statements were listed on the

questionnaire and participants were asked to
respond on a scale of one to five, with a rat-
ing of one meaning that they strongly dis-
agreedwith the statement and a rating of five
meaning that they strongly agreed with the
statement. Demographic information col-
lected included the areas of age, gender,
education level, job classification, whether
or not the participant suffered from a depres-
sive or anxiety disorder, and whether or not
the participant knew someone who suffered
from either of the disorders. There were 214
seminar participants who filled out the two
(before and after) questionnaires.

Results

Evaluation revealed that:
• 84.5 percent of seminar participants

increased their knowledge of psychiatric
disorders.

• The number of employees who felt they
would be comfortable telling their super-
visor if they have depression or anxiety
doubled.

• The number of supervisors who felt they
would be comfortable if an employee
told them he or she had depression/anxi-
ety almost doubled.

• Seminar participants significantly increased
employeelsupervisor awareness of mental
health benefits and employee assistance
programs in the workplace.

• Seminar participants significantly adjust-
ed their views of people with depres-
sion/anxiety regarding their ability to hold
jobs and' be predictable workers.

• Participants who viewed psychiatric dis-
orders as treatable increased byone-third.

• Before the seminars, 12.7 percent of par-
ticipants said they suffered from anxi-
ety/depression. After the seminar 19.8
percent said they suffered. At some com-
panies, that figure was as high as 50 per-
cent.

• More than 65 percent of participants said
they knew someone who suffered from
depressive or anxiety disorder.

• Human resources personnel were more
likely to believe that people with depres-
sion don't have jobs, and that their
employer's health insurance plan did not
provide enough coverage for depressive
and anxiety disorders.

• The higher educated participants (15,16 and
17 years of education) strongly agreed that
"mental illness is an illness like any other."
Those participants with less education were
inclined to be neutral or slightly disagree.

Non-supervisory participants strongly dis-
agreed with the statement, "I would feel
comfortable telling my supervisor if
were diagnosed with mental illness."
Supervisors were inclined to agree with
the statement, "I would feel comfortable
if an employee told me that he or she had
been diagnosed with mental illness."
However, human resources supervisors
were neutral on that question.

Part Two: Worl<site Leadership
Council

After meeting with representatives from
the Washington Business Group on Health
(WBGH), we decided that educating
employees would be only one part of our
program. We would develop a local model
of WBGH's Business Advisory Council by

Before the seminars, 12.7

percent of participants

said they suffered from
anxiety/ depression.- After
the seminar 19.8 percent

said they suffered. At
some companies, that
figure was as high as 50
percent.

pulling together leaders in the areas of
human resources, employee assistance, ben-
efits, medical, disability management, and
health promotion, along with providers. Our
goals were also consistent with those of the
WBGH. Because we wanted to help our
members improve their early recognition of
depression and anxiety, we taught them
about the disorders, presented the latest
research information about the disorders
and how they affect the workplace, and
encouraged them to adopt an integrated
approach to health-related policies and
practices.

In April 1995,we invited representatives
from the groups listed above to a seminar enti-
tled "The Bottom Line and Mental Health
Benefits." Presenters were Veronica Goff of
WBGH and Jim O'Hair of Northrop
Grumman Corporation. One hundred and ten
members from the targeted groups attended.
In addition to the seminar, participants were

introduced to the idea of a worksite council;
33 participants volunteered to join.

The first meeting of the Delaware
Worksite Leadership Council on Mental
Health was held in June 1995. To date, the
Council has met five times, with two of the
meetings being open to the general business
community. At those two meetings, nation-
ally renowned speakers presented topics
such as "Americans with Disabilities Act and
Psychiatric Disorders in the Workplace,"
and "How to Do a Mental Health Benefits
Cost Audit." More than 100 people attended
each meeting, and Council membership has
increased to 50.

A seminar evaluation form posed this
question to participants: What is your compa-
ny's most significant mental health issue?
Answers fell in one or more of the following
categories (arranged from largest to smallest
number of responses received): Depression,
anxiety, stress, stigma. Such responses help us
know that we've tapped into an issue that was
waiting to be addressed in a thoughtful way.

At our most recent meeting—held on our
first-year anniversary—representatives from
eight companies cited changes in policies
and/or practices that they have adapted in
the last year. Those changes ranged from
keeping better records regarding costs of
mental health claims, to implementing
workplace depression support groups, to
celebrating an entire year of mental health,
to covering claims for psychiatric disorders
that were not previously covered, to devel-
oping employee assistance programs. These
are changes that can affect thousands of
lives—far more, than those we can reach
through educational seminars.

The response to our efforts has been so
surprisingly positive that we will continue
focusing on the workplace indefinitely. Our
one-year initiative has developed a life of
its own. We have become consultants to
individual companies that have questions
about mental health initiatives and advisors
to employees suffering from depressive and
anxiety disorders, while continuing to pro-
mote and complement the efforts of exist-
ing EAPs. There is still much work to be
done.

Crystal Hayman Simms is a founding
member and former vice president and chair
of the Education Committee for the First
State Chapter of the E,4P Association. She is
a member of the EAPA Exchange Advisory
Committee and the Ethnic and Cultural
Concerns Committee. She currently works
as trainer and consultant for the Worksite
Education Program at the Mental Health
Association in Delaware. She also conducts
nationwide training on cultural sensitivity in
counseling. ►~
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V

How it Provides Workplace Protection for Persons with Depression

he Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA), enacted in 1990, protects
individuals with mental and physical

disabilities from discrimination in employ-
ment, state and local government services,
public accommodations, telecommunica-
tions, and transportation. People with men-
tal and physical disabilities are also protect-
ed by other federal, state, and local civil
rights laws, such as the federal Rehabilita-
tion Act, the federal Fair Housing Act, and
the Maryland Human Relations Law, Article
49B.

This article briefly outlines the protec-
tions afforded by Title I of the ADA, which
addresses employment discrimination. Title
prohibits employers with 15 or more
employees from discriminating against qual-
ified individuals with mental or physical dis-
abilities in hiring, promotions, terminations,
fringe benefits, or other terms, benefits, or
conditions of employment.

Qualifications

In order to qualify for protection under
Title I of the ADA, an individual must meet
the definition of individual with a disability
in the statute. She or he may do this in any
one of three ways. First, an individual may
have a physical or mental impairment that
substantially limits a major life activity, such
as caring for oneself, performing manual

by Andrew J. Imparato, Esq.

tasks, walking, seeing, hearing, speaking,
breathing, learning, or working. Second, he
or she may have a record of such an impair-
ment, such as a history of breast cancer or a
history of inpatient hospitalization for
depression. Third, the person may be
regarded by others as having such an
impairment. For example, an ill-informed
employer may regard a person with a mild
mood disorder as substantially limited in
working. If an individual is "qualified" and
meets at least one of the three components
of the definition of individual with a disabil-
ity described above, then he or she is pro-
tected against discrimination in the work-
place by the ADA.

An individual is considered "qualified"
under the ADA if he or she is able to per-
form the essential function of the job with or
without a reasonable accommodation.
Reasonable accommodations are things
that employers can do to make it possible
for a worker to perform the essential job
functions or to take advantage of terms,
benefits, or conditions of employment
made available to other similarly situated
workers. Examples of reasonable accom-
modations are schedule changes, unpaid
leave, modifications in the work environ-
ment, such as an elevated keyboard or an
ergonomically designed chair, and reassign-
ment from one position to another vacant
position.

Reasonable Accommodations

An accommodation would not be "rea-
sonable" if it would pose an undue hardship
on the employer. For example, if a worker
with a substantial vision impairment
requires an expensive computer to perform
the essential functions of his (or her) job but
providing the computer would require the
employer to lay off another worker, the
employer would not be required to provide
the computer because such an accommoda-
tion would pose an undue hardship for the
employer. The proposed accommodation
under these circumstances would be con-
sidered unreasonable. And, accordingly, the
worker with the vision impairment would
not be considered "qualified" for this partic-
ular position because he (or she) would not
be able to demonstrate an ability to perform
the essential functions of the job with or
without a reasonable accommodation.

People with mental illness are not pro-
tected by the ADA unless they fall under one
of the three components of the definition of
individual with a disability described above.
According to the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (EEOC), people
with mental illness are not entitled to a rea-
sonable accommodation unless they fall
under the first component of the definition,
that is, they have a mental impairment that
substantially limits a major life activity. Most

diagnosable mental disorders that appear in
the DSM-IV meet the criteria for an "impair-
menY' according to the ADA definition, but
not all mental disorders "substantially limit a
major life activity."

To determine whether a mental disorder
substantially limits at least one major life
activity, it is necessary to look at how an
individual's mental disorder affects that indi-
vidual's functioning. If a particular disorder
manifests itself in a way that substantially
limits at least one of an individual's major
life activities, such as learning, working, or
"mental and emotional processes such as
thinking, concentrating, and interacting with
others," even if such a manifestation is
episodic or periodic in nature, then that indi-
vidual likely would be considered an indi-
vidual with a disability under the first part of
the ADA definition. Also under the ADA, a
person's functioning must be assessed in the
absence of any medications, that is, you
must assume that the compensating effects
of medication are not present when you are
determining whether an individual's impair-
ment is substantially limiting.
On the other hand, when an employer

assesses whether or not a person is "quali-
fied" for a particular position, the employer
must look at that person's actual ability to
perform the essential functions of the job. If
an individual is taking medication that
enables her (or him) to perform the essential
functions of a particular job, that person
would be considered "qualified" for the job.
If an employer learns that an employee is
seeing a psychiatrist and is taking medica-
tion for bipolar disorder, the employer may
not terminate that employee or lessen the
person's responsibilities based on an irra-
tional fear that the employee may forget to
take the required medication. By the same
token, if an employee becomes depressed
and his (or her) job performance becomes
unacceptable, an employer is not required
to refer the employee to a mental health pro-
fessional before taking appropriate discipli-
nary action.

Challenging Up

Under the ADA, employees with mental
illness have successfully challenged wrong-
fulterminations, demotions, and other forms
of employment discrimination. In one
California case, an attorney with bipolar dis-
order successfully obtained several hundred
thousand dollars as an arbitration award
when she challenged her termination from a
large law firm.

Many employees with mental illness are

able to obtain effective accommodations
from their employers without having to go to
the EEOC or to court. Examples of effective
accommodations provided by employers
include allowing an employee to take leave
during the day to see a psychotherapist;
arranging for a quiet, distraction-free work
environment; eliminating night shift rota-
tions for workers unable to adjust to such
disruptions in sleep patterns; and providing
clear, written instructions for workers unable
to process oral directions.

Under the ADA,

employees with

mental illness have

successfully challenged

wrongful terminations,

demotions, and other

forms of employment
discrimination.

Disclosure

Employers are obligated to accommo-
date the known disability of a qualified
applicant or employee if it would not
impose an undue hardship on the operation
of the employer's business. Accordingly,
workers with mental illness who require rea-
sonable accommodations may be required
to disclose the nature of their disability in
order to justify a request for a reasonable
accommodation. Although the decision to
disclose information is usually difficult and
may carry with it some negative conse-
quences, many advocates believe that it is
better to disclose after an employee has
demonstrated his or her competence and
before he or she is faced with a proposed
disciplinary action by the employer.

Although employers may ask about the
nature of a disability when faced with a
request for a reasonable accommodation
from an existing employee, employers may
not attempt to obtain information about a
job applicants mental health history, disabil-
ity, or health status in general until after the
employer has offered the applicant a job.
They may make such an offer contingent on
passing a medical exam, but they may not
exclude the applicant based on the results of
such an exam unless those results objective-

ly demonstrate an inability to perform the
essential job functions with or without a rea-
sonable accommodation. Finally, any infor-
mation regarding an employee's or appli-
canYs physical or mental health must be
kept confidential by the employer.

An employer charged with discrimina-
tion under Title I of the ADA is permitted to
raise the defense of "direct threat' when the
employer legitimately believes that the indi-
vidual with the disability poses a "significant
risk of substantial harm to the health or safe-
ty of the individual or others that cannot be
eliminated or reduced by reasonable
accommodation."

No Reprisals

Title I of the ADA is enforced by the
EEOC. Charges of employment discrimina-
tion on the basis of disability may be filed at
any field office of the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission.
Field offices are located in 50 cities through-
out the United States and are listed in most
telephone directories under the heading
"U.S. Government." Information on all
EEOC-enforced laws may be obtained by
calling toll-free on 800-669-4000. EEOC's
toll-free TDD number is 800-669-6820.
Another good free source of information on
reasonable accommodations for workers
with psychiatric disabilities is the Job
Accommodations Network operated by the
Presidents Committee on Employment of
People with Disabilities, which can be
reached at 800-ADA-WORK.

Individuals ~iling charges of discrimina-
tion should know that it is independently
illegal for an employer to coerce, threaten,
harass, intimidate, or otherwise take discipli-
nary action against an employee for filing a
charge of discrimination with the EEOC,
even if the charge is without merit.
Moreover, an employer may not coerce,
threaten, harass, or intimidate an employee's
coworkers if they provide corroboration or
support to an employee who files a charge of
discrimination.

Andrew J. Imparato, Esq., is an attorney
advisor to Commissioner Paul Steven Miller
at the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission in Washington, D.C. Mr.
Imparato formerly served as Counsel to the
U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Disability
Policy. This article was written by Mr.
Imparato in his private capacity. No official
support or endorsement by Disability Policy
Subcommittee, the EEOC, or any other
agency of the U.S. Government is intended
or should be inferred. ►~
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Illness or death in an employer's family can affect workplace
performance. Here's how EA professionals can help.

hen Paul C., a banking execu-
tive, told business associates that
his 16-year old son had

leukemia, he was overwhelmed with sup-
portive responses. After Brandon's tragic
1991 death two months later, Paul's corpo-
rate office encouraged him to take a week
off to grieve with his family.

"But when I was coming out of the fog six
months later," he recalls, "coming off auto-
pilotand hurting, my bosses were aloof and
intolerant." By the first anniversary of the
death, when Paul's grief was overpowering,
the corporate response had shifted from
sympathetic to annoyed, and the work
atmosphere seemed threatening. "I felt
betrayed," Paul remembers.

Since a 1994 study by Managed Health
Network, Inc. revealed that illness or death
in the family are the second most common
problems affecting workplace performance,
many responsible employers are asking
what they can do. For those employers—
and for those who may not understand the
scope of the issue — EA professionals can
provide a broad understanding of grief's
impact. For the grieving employee, EA pro-
fessionals can offer advocacy and immedi-
ate assistance while identifying resources for
ongoing support.

In meeting the needs of both employees
and managers, EA professionals may find
workplace grief a particular challenge. Like
this story of the banker on the fast-track who
was derailed by grief, tough problems often
surface many months after the precipitating
event. A supervisor can have difficulty con-
necting absenteeism, personal conflict, or a
decline in productivity with a loss that
everyone except the employee has all but
forgotten.
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Grief's potential costs to the company are
significant. No matter where the grieving
individual is located on the organizational
chart, any business will suffer from the loss of
productive work time, mistakes on the job,
and the disillusionment of other employees
who witness the struggle. Staff turnover
means costly recruitment and training.

By honestly
acknowledging that loss
and grief happen and
must be accommodated,
EA managers can lay
the organizational and
emotional groundwork
for employees and
managers alike.

Compounding the problem are the
mixed messages which can be heard in
many places of business. "We're all family
and we take care of our own here" sounds
fine one week, but months later, the same
supervisor can become anxious and angry
as work is affected. When professionalism
and appropriate boundaries seem at odds
with support and "doing the right thing," the
EA professional has an important role. In
both real and human terms, planning a
thoughtful response to workplace grief is
good business.

A Proactive Approach to
Workplace Grief

EAPs can create an environment where
the workplace is part of a healing grief
process. By honestly acknowledging that
loss and grief happen and must be accom-
modated, EA managers can lay the organi-
zational and emotional groundwork for
employees and managers alike. Local hos-
pices and the American Hospice Foundation
are available for advice and assistance.
Consider the following approaches:

• Always include grief as a workplace issue
when making presentations or printing
materials. By doing so, you acknowledge
that grief is normal and you validate its
impact.

• Make certain that your EA staff can rec-
ognize grief, which may present in an
astonishing number of ways.

• Offer grief training workshops as part of
management orientation and continuing
education.

• Compile a list of community resources
that offer individual or group counseling
by experienced grief professionals.

• Have materials available to support
employees, inform concerned coworkers,
and advise managers.

• Confirm that the company has policies on
bereavement leave and staff representa-
tion at memorial observances.

Reacting to Workplace Grief

Awareness of grief's on-the-job impact
will not mitigate it but can enable you to
respond quickly and appropriately. For con-
tinuing support, EA professionals may confi-

dently refer grieving employees to hospices
with free, community-accessible bereave-
ment programs. The American Hospice
Foundation's widely distributed booklet
Grief at Work offers strategies to successful-
ly navigate grief.

To employees dealing with loss, EAPs
can offer the following suggestions:

• Learn that there is no time limit on griev-
ingand that normal grief is unpredictable.

• Take time to get support from others and
to be alone. Put off important decisions.

• Learn the policies on bereavement leave
and ask for additional leave, if needed.

• Talk to your supervisor if you need a tem-
porary adjustment in work hours, work-
load, or additional support.

• Take control of the small things. Identify
the tasks that can be easily accomplished
and give yourself credit for completing
them.

• Understand that others are as inexperi-
enced at offering help as you are at griev-
ing. Don't hesitate to ask if you know
what you need.

Supervisors may~.find it difficult to bal-
ance the need to get the job done with the
desire to support their workers. According to
the American Hospice Foundation's sugges-
tions for managers, EA professionals can
offer the following advice:
• Clarify yoar role as a supervisor; you can't

make grief go away and you can't make
the employee "snap out of it." You can
provide an environment where the
process of healing is encouraged.

• Make certain that you have organization-
al support from administration and per-
sonal support from the EAP or another
resource. Anticipate dealing with grief
reactions for many months.

• Set an example for others in the work-

A Valuable EAP Resource

What is it like
to grieve?

• Grief may be responsible for physical symptoms
such as insomnia, appetite changes, malaise, or
actual illness.

• Grief affects perception—how we see ourselves

and others, how we make decisions.
• Immediate reactions to grief—shock, sad-

ness—are known and expected but we may be
unprepared for its long-term manifestations.

• Almost every emotion can be part of a grief reac-
tion: fear, anger, relief, peace, despair, guilt, agi-
talion, and a seemingly bottomless sorrow may
all be part of grief. There is no order, scale, or

time limit for these emotions.
• Individual religious faith may be a source of

comfort or a source of struggle in the face of

loss.
• Grief may prompt some to withdraw from life

and push others to stay too busy to feel.
• Grief reactions are as different as the people who

experience them; there is no right way to grieve.

• .Grief is not a weakness, it's a necessity. A loss

and its meaning can become part of a healthy
and happy life.

place. Your caring and your professional-
ism set the workplace standard.

• Offer specific help. Many grieving people
are too tired or too numb to know what
they need.

• Expect to hear the story of the employee's
loss over and over again. EAPs can be par-
ticularly valuable in supporting this diffi-
cult supervisory role, or in redirecting the
employee's need to have someone listen.

The American Hospice Foundation, a charitable non-profit corporation, is the voice of those who face

life-limiting illness and significant loss. The national foundation advances the hospice concept of care and

forges new partnerships with other organizations who serve seriously ill or grieving Americans. The fountla-

tion is challenged by an aging population, changing healthcare, and loss and violence in schools and in the

workplace. Grief affects Americans as never before, requiring skillful support in an era of dwindling resources.

The foundation offers training workshops for managers in business, industry and education; employee assis-

tanceprofessionals; and concerned others.

To learn more about the foundation and its workshops or to order booklets, send aself-addressed,

stamped #10 envelope to the American Hospice Foundation's president, Naomi Naierman, The American

Hospice Foundation, 1130 Connecticut Ave., NW, Suite 700, Washington, DC 20036-4101. The foundation

has also produced an informative brochure on Alzheimer's Disease and Hospice Care.

•Acknowledge the strain on coworkers who
shoulder additional workloads while cop-
ing with their own feelings. Let them know
that you are concerned for them, too.

• Learn the signals of acute grief reactions
that may warrant professional interven-
tion: physical changes, deepening isola-
tion, or any emotion that the employee
feels is consuming or unmanageable.

The American Hospice Foundation's
Grief at Work booklet details a number of
specific activities that help respond to critical
illness in the workplace as well as employee
death. EA professionals, with a holistic focus
on the personal and family aspects of work-
ers'lives, are uniquely positioned to effect a
change in the universal problem of work-
place grief. According to a recent poll by the
Roper Organization, 84 percent of surveyed
workers who had experience with or knowl-
edge of employer-sponsored counseling
believed that it improved their outlook and
job performance.

As a grieving father, Paul C. wishes he
had encountered workplace support on his
journey through grief. He recalls that he
pushed himself to do what he thought he
should, and it occurred to no one to worry
about him. As his professional self-image
slumped and his family relationships deteri-
orated, he wondered if he was going to
make it. Fortunately, his wife began to tell
him of her own support group's discussions.
He began to see that although the past could
not be changed, something new could be
created.

In his role as a bank executive, Paul C.
has come to believe that the culture and val-
ues of a business are most evident, or absent,
when its people are in need. "That's when
we show our colors," he says. With a new
understanding of what it means to put peo-
plefirst, Paul shares his insights as part of the
American Hospice Foundation's Grief at
Work speaker's bureau.

Helen Fitzgerald, nationally known
author and educator on loss and grief,
knows the importance of meeting the chal-
lenge. "Grief can paralyze and scar us, or
grief can teach us and help us to grow," she
says. "Counseling professionals have a
tremendous opportunity to teach that loss is
part of life; we move through grief as part of
living, not instead of living."

References are available from the author.
Naomi Naierman is president and CEO of

the American Hospice Foundation.
See page 44 for information on ordering
Grief at Work: A Guide for Employees and
Managers. ►~'~
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BULLYING WITHIN
ORGANIZATIONS
by Rennie Peyton
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What is Bullying?

Bullying is similar to harassment in that
the receiver feels bad, but it is a more
intense and vicious than harassment. The
bully hurts and persecutes another person
more often about their work style than about
their gender or religion. Unlike harassment,
bullying includes some form of covert or, in
some cases, overt threat. It is harassment
with a purpose.

For example, a young manager in an
organization may see the older, more estab-
lished managers as a threat to the changes
that he or she wants to make. The other
managers may be accustomed to working
by negotiation and this may not fit in with
the young manager's authoritarian style.
The bully is not threatened by these people
because they are weaker. The other man-
agers may have more influence in some
way and the bully simply wants them out.

Bullying is not necessarily overt. It is
often not what the bully says but how it is
said (with a psychological message).
Bullying behavior is more likely to set peo-
ple up to fail and/or reduce their self-esteem
so they will leave.

There is no evidence that the number of
incidents of bullying within organizations is
rising. My own experience has been that
there has been a marked increase in the
level of organizational awareness of this
problem. This change could be attributable
both to the popularity of EAPs and to the
increase in publicity given to the rights of
employees.

Where Does the Problem Start?

Certain organizations are guilty of creat-
ing abullying culture where more and more
is expected of people for less and less. There
are many examples of employees being
treated badly during a reorganization—
some jobs being made redundant, others
downgraded into lower status positions (and
with corresponding pay cuts). Sometimes
employers will create a job specification
which, because it makes unrealistic
demands on an individual, will eventually
lead to failure and a resultant dismissal or
resignation. Another way of placing undue
pressure on individuals is by "freezing them
out," that is, by either giving them so little to
do or by giving them only menial tasks,
which could encourage them to leave. One
example of this was when one woman
employee had all of her work taken away
from her without explanation and the whole
team was instructed not to speak to her.

Constant over-monitoring and assessing
of employees, if taken to extremes, can be
interpreted as bullying. Job satisfaction can
be stifled, resulting in the employees feeling
powerless, out of control, and incompetent.

In her book Bullying at Work, Andrea
Adams talks about bullies suffering from
envy, and my own experience would sup-
port this. For example, they may be experi-
encing work envy in that they feel someone
else could do their job as well as or better
than they can. In these cases, the bully is typ-
ically a person with some power. In cases
where they feel threatened, they will do
everything within their power to keep their
suspected rival down. They resort to such
actions as unfair appraisals, cutting across
and ignoring their colleagues at meetings,
stealing others' ideas and presenting them as
their own. In fact, I was told of one instance
in which a junior colleague's presentation
was taken and presented as the other per-
son's own. These actions, together with con-
stant criticism, and lack of any praise, even
when tight deadlines are met, changing
deadlines for no reason other than "I said
so," and threatening a person's job ("If you
aren't happy, we can replace you.") are
sources of bullying designed to de-motivate
and wear down the target individual(s).

Sometimes we are not only dealing with
work envy but also with personal envy. For
example, a client of mine became the new
"victim" of her female boss as soon as she
found out that my client was going to get
married. The boss would comment, "Does
he know your history of disastrous relation-
ships?" Another female client became the
victim of cruel bullying from a male manag-
er once she turned down his offer of a rela-
tionship outside work.

Masterful Manipulation

Bullying rarely ends with the overt public
remarks or outbursts; the worst examples
usually happen behind closed doors and,
frequently, when the office is empty. One
example involved a woman who was bul-
lied by her boss, who even locked the door
to his office and stood next to it, making her
feel more vulnerable and unable to escape
his onslaught of abuse. Another example
involved a female boss who closed the door
and screamed so loudly at her assistant that
the rest of the team in the office heard every
word. The. victim, after feeling humiliated,
eventually had to come out and face her
coworkers. This whole department was
ruled by fear.

Bullying behavior can take many forms

from gross and obvious public dressing
down to instances far more subtle and less
easy to identify. One woman who receives
her daily instructions via an audio tape also
is bullied by this means. Her boss is right in
suggesting that should would find it difficult
to get another job—she is 59 years old.

The bully fills not only the victim with
fear but also those in the area who know
what is going on. Coworkers may feel afraid
to stand up for their colleagues for fear of
becoming the next in line for the same treat-
ment.

Lying is a common weapon. Bullies lie
over many things from the trivial to the
important. They may deny that they gave
particular instructions or that they have a

Most companies know
what procedures they
would take if someone
was caught embezzling
money from the
accounts; yet very few
have policies and
procedures for dealing
with members of their
staff being bullied by
others.

certain file in their possession. They fre-
quently have favorites on their team —peo-
plewho are too afraid to stand up to them.

Bullies may also make personal remarks
to people about the way they look, their reli-
gious or ethnic background, their sexuality,
or their age. They may use personal infor-
mation as a weapon. One example of this
was a female manager who publicly said to
her assistant, "No wonder your boyfriend
left you when you dress like that."

Bullies frequently have some good
points. For example, it is not unusual to hear
that "he/she is very pleasant socially." This
observation may confuse the victim into
believing that there must be something
wrong with himself or herself. Bullies resort
to many kinds of behavior that are both
unacceptable and, in some cases, so
extreme that the victim is shocked and does-
n't expect to be believed. Abusive language,
screaming, shouting, physical violence, and
blackmail are some of the examples that
have come to my attention.

Bullies will not accept criticism nor will
they take responsibility for their own
actions. They may fly into temper tantrums.
Consequently, many senior managers and
personnel staff may not want to confront
the bully. Instead, they make excuses for
them: "He can't be as bad as all that." "She
doesn't mean it. IYs just her way." "It
sounds like a personality clash." "He's a
good man; he gets results." "I will have a
quiet word with him/her." "No one has
complained before." "What proof do you
have?"

Probably the most disheartening situa-
tionsfor my clients occurred when the bully
was a member of the personnel team. In one
case, the bully was the personnel director.

Taking Action

Most companies know what procedures
they would take if someone was caught
embezzling money from the accounts; yet
very few have policies and procedures for
dealing with members of their staff being
bullied by others.

Bullying needs to be recognized, taken
seriously, and dealt with because it is a
threat to productivity in the workplace.
Victims of bullies suffer from both poor psy-
chological and physical health, have lower
self-esteem, and may have their family rela-
tionships affected. They may be too embar-
rassed to talk about the problem. In particu-
lar, men may feel that they should be able to
deal with the bully and may experience
embarrassment when they can't or don't.
Victims themselves will frequently make
excuses for bullying bosses and colleagues
by saying, "I know it upsets me but he does-
n't mean it." "She is only like that when she
has had a row with her family." "We just
have to put up with it."

Victims of bullying frequently don't know
what is happening to them. They may be
desperately unhappy, believe that they are
stupid, or be suffering from any number of
physical illnesses. I believe that it is one of
the roles of the EA professional to identify
what is going on.

This article is based on a presentation
made at the British Psychological Society
Division of Counselling Conference in May
1995.

Pauline Rennie-Peyton is a Chartered
Counselling Psychologist who has a private
practice in central London and works as an
independent training consultant specializing
in equal opportunities, harassment, and bul-
lying in the workplace. She is a member of
the EAPA Britannic Chapter. ►~.
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uccessful EA professionals apply
value-added strategies to their work
assignments. When work assignments

land in their in-baskets, successful people
know that their job is to increase their worth
by adding value to their assignments.
Successful people are not satisfied with just
pushing their work from their in-baskets to
their out-baskets. They actively engage each
assignment to improve it. By the time their
work leaves the out-basket, its value has
increased.

The value-added approach builds suc-
cess at work. Instead of using this successful
strategy only at the office, why not take it
home with you? If you assign yourself some
value-added homework, you can build
reater success in our ersonal life andg Y P

your social life, in addition to your work life.
You can teach this strategy to help your EAP
clients add value to their lives, too.

The value-added approach works at
home just like it works at the office. Life deliv-
ers raw, unrefined events to you. Wanted or
unwanted, these events land in your life's in-
basket. The quality of your living is not deter-
mined only by the raw events served to you.
The quality of your life is determined by the
skills you apply to refine each raw event into
something valuable to you.

When unwanted events come your way,
you can select from at least three alterna-
tives. You can simply push those raw events
from your in-basket to your out-basket. Or
you can object to them and struggle against
them. Your third alternative is to increase
your success by adding value to each raw
event that life delivers. You can derive value
even from unwanted setbacks, no matter
what.

by Wallace Wilkins, Ph.D., SAP

Practicing your value-added skills at
home can create remarkable successes. An
example comes from a client who was diag-
nosed with alife-threatening disease. Mid-
career, and in spite of her preventive efforts,
a disease landed in her life's in-basket.
Initially, she objected to the diagnosis.
Struggling against it, she was anxious,
depressed, and angry.

By anticipating,

planning, and taking

reasonable precautions,

ou can revent manY p Y
distasteful events that
might otherwise land in
your life's in-basket.

Then she switched gears. Instead of con-
tinuing to struggle against the diagnosis, she
engaged it. She learned value-added profi-
ciencies by skillfully converting that raw
event into awake-up call, prompting her to
re-prioritize her life patterns. Before her
diagnosis, she was waiting passively for her
hopes, wishes, and dreams to come true.
After her diagnosis, she took charge of her
daily life. She initiated some life-enhancing
action steps. Here are a few examples:

• She rearranged some household respon-
sibilities by distributing many to her
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spouse and children so that she was no
longer the only person stuck with house-
hold chores.

• She made up with a neighbor with whom
she had engaged in acold-shoulder dis-
pute about achild-rearing incident that
occurred eight years earlier.

• For the first time in her life, she rode a
roller coaster at a local amusement park.

• Also for the first time ever, she jumped off
a high dive into a swimming pool.

• She took the initiative to teach her spouse
how to become a better lover. Both of
them enjoyed their homework activi-
ties—much to the dismay of their adoles-
cent children!

• She gave a presentation a± a staff meeting
without her old habits of co ious re a-P p P
ration and worry. She received compli-
ments for her presentation and her new
presentation style.

• She requested a lateral transfer within her
organization, received some additional
training, and supercharged her career
with a series of speedy promotions.

These were a few significant ways that
she refined her unwanted diagnosis into a
flourishing career, a fulfilling social and fam-
ily life, and an enthusiastic personal life.
When she looks back at the days before her
diagnosis, she laments, "I wasn't even living
then." She quickly reaffirms, "And now, I'm
living fully!" She views her diagnosis of a
life-threatening disease as the most life-giv-
ing event that ever happened to her.

By anticipating, planning, and taking rea-
sonable precautions, you can prevent many
distasteful events that might otherwise land
in your life's in-basket. More power to you
for takin effective actions -g to avoid undesir

able setbacks. Regardless of your proactive
efforts, however, undesirable events may
wind up in your area. Instead of objecting to
them, engage them. Instead of struggling
against them, add value to them.

You do not have to learn new skills to
increase your personal success. Just apply
the value-added skills that you already use at
the office. Refine each event into a positive
step toward your personal success.

With this value-added approach, another
client turned an injurious automobile acci-
dent into a reason for celebrating. After
experiencing many relapses during her
efforts to quit drinking, she had remained
clean and sober for about four months. Even
so, she continued to struggle with her sobri-
ety. She had persistent doubts about whether
remaining clean and sober was worth her
struggles.

When she was driving her children to
their soccer game during a rainstorm, a vehi-
cle struck her car. After dealing with the
injuries and responding to police inquiries at
the accident scene, she turned her distress
into genuinely positive excitement. She
rejoiced that she was sober at the time of the
accident, exclaiming, "I wasn't drinking!"

She realized what else might have hap-
pened had she been drinking. If she was
drunk, she may not have been able to react as
quickly as she did, which may have resulted
in more serious injuries. With another DUI
conviction on her driving record, she would
have lost her license. Her family members
may have berated her again for drinking.
Instead of having to face those negative con-
sequences, she was able to celebrate the ben-
efits of her decision to pursue sobriety.

Her drivin efforts were and are direct-g
ed toward preventing accidents altogether.
In spite of her preventive efforts, however, an
accident landed in her life's in-basket. She
added value to this event by celebrating her
sobriety. She did not have to wait until an
anniversary to celebrate this significant
achievement and to reaffirm the benefits of
remaining clean and sober.

These two clients developed skills that
you and your EAP clients can practice, too.
Posing a few questions can direct your atten-
tiontoward the specific benefits that you can
extract from unwanted setbacks. You can
add your own questions to the short list
below. For starters, ask:

• How will I use this event to improve
some aspect of my life?

• What are the obvious lessons that I can
learn from this experience?

• What are the subtle, hidden lessons that
can learn from this experience?

• How does this setback re are me forP P

some future event in my life?
• How does this event strengthen and

empower me?
• How can this experience bring me closer

to other people and improve my relation-
ships?

• What were some worse events that could
have happened but were prevented?

• How is my previous ignorance replaced
with knowledge because of this event?

• What deeper understanding do I have
about myself and about other people as a
consequence of this experience?

• What goals in my life does this event sup-
port?

If some people can turn an unfavorable
diagnosis into alife-giving event, or an auto-
mobile accident into a celebration, you and
your EAP clients can do it, too. To begin your
value-added homework, you can apply your
skills right now. This article in this month's
issue of the EAPA Exchange landed in your
life's in-basket. You can select from at least
three alternatives. You can simply push this
article from your in-basket to your out-bas-
ket. Or you can choose to object to this arti-
cle on the grounds of some shortcoming that
you detected. Your third alternative is to add
value to this article by using it as a prompt to
improve some aspect of your life. By choos-

ing the third alternative, you can extract
more out of this article than was put into it.

Select an unwanted event that has land-
ed in your in-basket of life. Your homework
is to refine that event in some way that you
will create value from it. Instead of objecting
to it, increase its worth to you. Extract bene-
fits from it. When you practice your value-
added skills at home, many more fulfilling
experiences will reach your life's out-basket,
regardless of what landed in your in-basket.

Wallace Wilkins is a psychologist, sub-
stance abuse professional, professional
speaker, and organizational consultant; he
was a featured speaker at the 24th EAPA
Annual Conference. You may contact him at
505 West Roy, Suite 402, Seattle,
Washington 98119-3883; phone/fax: 206-
284-1943. ►~
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What It Is and How to Deal with It.

Employee assistance professionals can
play a key role in helping employees
avert tragedies by recognizing the

warning signs for suicide and by knowing
how to intervene in a timely manner, The
most prevalent warning signs are changed
sleep patterns, disturbed appetite, and
observable disheveled appearance. Clients
may or may not reveal these complaints in
an organized manner, and their presenting
problem may focus more on somatic reac-
tions rather than feelings. Practitioners will
need to be cognizant of the warning signs
mentioned above and should ask specific
questions to attempt to localize the problem
and assess the risk for suicide. For example,
when a depression with or without irritabili-
ry is noted, questions about suicidal thoughts
and a suicide plan should be asked openly
to determine the potential for suicide and to
apply early preventive measures.

The majority of people who commit sui-
cide have exhibited verbal or nonverbal
clues and warnings prior to taking action,
and the more warning signs exhibited, the
greater the risk for suicide.

Suicidal behavior, manifested as overt
and intentional suicide attempts, gestures,
threats, or covert self-destruction, may ulti-
mately result in injury or self-demise.
Depressed individuals are particularly vul-
nerable to acts of suicide, but suicidal indi-
viduals are not all depressed. Suicide is a
self-destructive act that often results from
turning one's anger inward or acting on
one's anger by suicide.
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by Noel Monsour, Ph. D.

What is Suicide?

Individuals attempting suicide may feel
trapped by circumstances beyond their con-
trol and need not experience bizarre thoughts
or loss of contact with reality. The following
definitions are important to understanding
suicide and suicide-related behavior.

Questions about suicidal

thoughts and a suicide
plan should be asked
open)y to determine the
potential for suicide and
to apply early preventive
measures.

Suicide Attempt: Aself-injurious act that
may or may not be intended to result in death.

Suicidal Gesture: An action usually
involving non-lethal attempts at self-injury
with sharp objects or the like when help is
perceived within reach. Individuals exhibit-
ing suicidal gestures include those with a
pattern of self-destructive behavior. The
"gestures" may either represent a call for
help or a manipulation. In either case, the
result can mean death, accidentally if not
intentionally.

Suicidal Threat: A statement of i ntentions
to kill oneself.

Suicidal Ideation: Preoccupation with
obsessive or repeated thoughts involving
death by suicide.

Suicidal Plan: A plan of action to carry
out the suicide. Examples include shooting,
hanging, stabbing, jumping off a bridge, run-
ning into a moving vehicle, taking an over-
dose of drugs, etc. The more lethal the plan,
the greater the risk of fulfillment.

The approach toward actual suicidal
action is usually indicated by the presence of
a plan, but a verbalized plan should not be
awaited before instituting preventive mea-
sures. Suicide plans may not always be
revealed and, even if disclosure is intended,
a plan can be formulated at any time when
help is not available. Attention is usually
given to the early warning signs for timely
intervention and to prevent the progression
to suicidal action.

The Warning Signs

There are many reasons for depression
including genetics, loss, trauma, addictions,
hormones, illnesses, medications, and per-
sonal coping reactions to daily life.
Depression is fairly common, but the warn-
ing signs of suicide should not be dismissed
or ignored on the basis of a passing depres-
sion that will soon abate.

While it is not possible to anticipate all
the warning signs of different people with
suicidal tendencies, the following represent

major clues for detection, individual atten-
tion, and intervention:

• The formulation of a suicide plan;
• Threats of suicide;
• Giving away personal possessions or

putting one's affairs in order without a
known reason;

• Noticeable changes in sleeping, eating,
and personal care patterns: Sleeps and
eats too much or too little; fatigue and
low energy level or restlessness; lack of
attention to personal hygiene and gener-
al appearance;

• Expression of despair, hopelessness, help-
lessness, and anger at self or others;

• Withdrawal and social isolation;
• Prior suicidal attempts and gestures; prior

hospitalizations for same;
• Drastic decline in work or school perfor-

mance and general decline of concentra-
tion, memory, and decision-making abil-
ity;

• Radical personality changes with persis-
tent sadness and crying spells;

• Violent behavior and self-injurious risk-
taking; -.

• Sudden contentment after a serious
depression. (This behavior may indicate
that a final decision has been made.)

• Loss of a close friend, family member, or
other personal tragedy;

• History of suicidal action or a recent sui-
cide in aclose peer group with whom the
person is well identified.

Prevention and Intervention

Timely response during the early stages
of apparent depression or persistent discon-
tent may avert serious crises or actual
tragedies. The depressed or angry person
threatening suicide may appear to be petu-
lant, illogical, childish, and may provoke
feelings of anger from well-intentioned
helpers. Personalizing these reactions and
responding accordingly will only create fur-
ther conflict and block the means to free
communications and intervention.

It is important to remember that people
contemplating suicide are usually unsure of
their direction and whether or not they truly
want to die. They are ambivalent and are
looking for some change from the current
predicament. Consider the following points
when dealing with a person who is experi-
encing such difficulties:

1. Gently encourage the verbal expression
of feelings; it is far better than acting on
these feelings.

S ~i

2. Provide emotional support by listening
and communicating empathic under-
standing in a sincere and realistic man-
ner.

3. Identify and clarify the problem with
which the person is struggling, but only
if the person is willing to engage without
the use of pressuring tactics.

4. To lend a measure of control over the sit-
uation, counteract feelings of frustration
through general problem solving.
Dealing with the emotional pain is
always a priority that is followed by a
gradual discussion of problem-solving
specifics.

It is important to

remember that people

contemplating suicide

are usually unsure of

their direction and

whether or not they
truly want to die.

They are ambivalent

and are looking for

some change from the

current predicament.

5. Redirect the person's thinking and
behavior toward appropriate and
achievable alternatives; do not argue the
right or wrong of various thoughts or
expressions.

6. Let the person feel there is a tomorrow
that is different from today. Help the indi-
vidual plan and look forward to some-
thing pleasant or acceptable.

7. If the individual is persistent and unre-
sponsive to your engaging efforts, con-
sider the clinical seriousness of the con-
dition and refer for possible medication
or a comprehensive medical/psychiatric
evaluation.

8. Calculate the risk and do not assume the
counseling or therapy responsibility if
you are a close friend or relative; per-
suade the person to seek professional
help from someone who is not emotion-
ally involved.

Suicidal individuals are not classified by
certain groups or types; they are young and
old, rich and poor, educated and illiterate,
professionals and non-professionals, and
they come from all religions, careers, and
diverse backgrounds. They may not all pre-
sentwith the same signs and symptoms, and
none is likely to exhibit all the warning signs
listed above. Consequently, effective pre-
vention and intervention must take into
account the unique patterns of the individ-
ual, the change or extent of deviation from
these patterns, and the circumstances sur-
rounding the exhibited symptoms and
behavior.

References for this article are available
from the author.

Noel Monsour, Ph. D., is the Cleveland
District EAP Coordinator of the U.S. Postal
Service. She can be reached at 216-443-
4504. ►~

Telephone Screening
for Depression

Deadline Extended

More than 60 companies have already signed

up for the 1996 Employee Telephone Access

Program (ETAP~, which is co-sponsored by EAPA

and the National Depression Screening Project.

The unique screening system allows employees

and their family members to test themselves

anonymously for symptoms of depression. Due

to the continued interest of companies nation-

wide, the National Depression Screening Project

has extended the deadline for registration to

November 30, 1996.

ETAP is a three-month program designed to assist

employers and EA providers in educating their

employees about depression and encouraging

those in need to seek help. Each participating

company is assigned its own toll-free number

and employees and their family members can

access the line 24 hours a day from any touch

tone phone during the threemonth period. Cost

to employers is $1,000 for the first 5,000

employees and $100 for each additional

1,000 employees. When ETAP was offered in

1995 to more than 600,000 employees, 70

percent of the callers who took the screening test

scored positive for depression.

For more information and an application, contact

the National Depression Screening Project at

b 17-239-0071.
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REPORT OF THE EAPA SPRING BOARD MEETING

Apri 1 1996
by Carole Stevenson, CEAP Secretary to the Board of Directors

This year's Spring Board meeting took
place at the George Meany Center for
Labor Studies where our brothers and

sisters in the labor community were won-
derful hosts. The meeting was called to order
at 8:30 a.m. on April 27, 1996, and, after a
brief greeting from Elena Carr, CEAP, pro-
gram manager of the Center's Substance
Abuse Institute, the Board commenced with
business.

Old Business

The Board began by swearing in Don
Jorgensen, CEAP, Western Regional Director,
and Scott Cullen-Benson, CEAP, North
Central Regional Director. The minutes of
the November 1995 Board meeting were
then reviewed and accepted by the Board.

Finances

Linda Sturdivant, Treasurer, then present-
ed her report to the Board. It began with a
presentation by Michael Graham, a repre-
sentative of Legg-Mason. Mr. Graham was
asked to present the Board with information
regarding investment policies. With the
Association's healthier state of the finances,
the Board feels it would be prudent to put
our money to work. Mr. Graham gave the
Board a brief outline of the steps needed to
develop an investment policy. He recom-
mended that before proceeding further, the
Board should decide how much risk they
were willing to accept for the Association's
finances. The Board agreed that this would
be the first order of business. After Mr.
Graham concluded his presentation, Chief
Operating Officer (COO) Sylvia Straub
noted that the work done by Legg-Mason on
the draft investment policy was gratis.

Sturdivant reported that the Finance
Committee is pleased with the steady flow of
information from the international head-
quarters office. There is an effective balance
between the needs of the members and the
stability of the organization.

The financial health of the Association
has steadily improved over the past two
years. There is expected to be an excess of
revenue over expenses of several hundred
thousand dollars. Sturdivant was quick to

point out that the spending discipline exer-
cised to reach this point must not be aban-
doned. The Association's finances have not
reached a point of complete stability and we
must guard against uncontrolled expendi-
tures. The Board members agreed that this
was not the time for profligate spending, and
that the cost saving measures of the past (for
example, no unbudgeted expenses) be
maintained.

Straub then presented the FY 97 budget
and indicated that revenues are projected to
be flat in the coming year. Membership
numbers are not rising and the new CEAP
requirements may result in somewhat fewer
tests taken during the first year. On the other
hand, it is projected that the Annual
Conference, which marks EAPA's 25th
anniversary, will be financially successful.

Straub then presented the various spend-
ing line items. A few of note are:

1. The staff support for committees has
been increased due to the amount of time it
actually takes. This is estimated to be the
equivalent of one full-time position.

2. The international headquarters will
continue to update its information systems.

3. Staff expenses are rising due to a mod-
est raise and the increasing number of
employees eligible for the pension plan.

The Board then turned its attention to the
spending recommendations of the Finance
Committee.

The Board first resolved to hold a nation-
al Legislative and Public Policy (L&PP)
Conference in the spring of 1997. The Board
is determined that this critical area of
Association activity must receive the highest
level of support possible. The Regional
Directors reported that the chapters were, in
general, very active in the L&PP field and
needed the training and networking that the
conference would provide.

There was also extensive discussion
regarding the use of budgets by the various
regional directors. The directors recom-
mended that they be able to use discretion in
spending their allotted funds and it was
agreed that as long as the established spend-
ing guidelines were followed, the directors
could use them at their discretion. A motion
was also approved to limit the budgeted
funds in the last one-third of the year Quly

through October) that are accessible to an
outgoing director to a proportionate level;
that is, one-third of the allotted budget for
that year.

Finally, it was mentioned that when finan-
cially prudent, the Association would seek to
fill a staff labor position. It was agreed, how-
ever, that the situation is not stable enough to
allow for this in the near future.

Executive Committee Reports

Beginning with President George Cobbs,
Jr., the Executive Committee presented their
reports. Cobbs expressed his gratitude for the
amount of support he has received from
everyone during his tenure as President. He
expressed his certainty that the Association
is moving in the right direction.

Greg DeLapp reported on the progress of
the program committee, emphasizing its
attempt to present a broad range of program
topics. These presentations will now align
with the content areas instead of following
the track system.

Carole Stevenson presented the Secre-
tary's report. The continuing need for clarifi-
cation of the lines of communication
between committees and the Board is of pri-
mary concern. Work remains to be done on
regularizing this process and making certain
that it is followed. Cobbs appointed the
Board Secretary and the Special Directors to
examine the current structure and determine
where it needs corrections.

Don Magruder followed with a report
from the Ethics Committee. He indicated
that the Code of Ethics and the EACC Code
of Conduct would not be combined.

Sandra Turner reported on negotiations
with the American Red Cross regarding an
agreement to provide support during disas-
ters. She was confident that by the end of
May an agreement will be reached for a
joint program between the Red Cross and
EAPA. Opportunities for Red Cross emer-
gency training would be made available to
EAPA members through chapters

Chief Operating Officer's Report

COO Sylvia Straub presented her report
to the Board. She began with an update of

the computer system upgrade and provided
details of her request for additional funds to
complete it. Straub then provided a brief
overview of the new Association Personnel
Manual, which was accepted by the Board.

EACC Report

Steven Posen presented the EACC report
to the Board. He noted the addition of
Kimberly Willis to the Certification Depart-
ment, filling the vacant certification manag-
er position.

He also made note of the increased level
of international activity that the EACC is
engaged in. This includes negotiations with
HR Development Canada to translate and
administer the test in French. Discussion
also encompassed plans to eventually offer
the exam in Spanish and Portuguese (for use
in Brazil); and to expand certification into
England and Australia.

Regional Director Reports

George Grant, Canadian Region, report-
ed on efforts to expand the profession in
Canada. He noted the push for both accred-
itation and certification by the Canadian
government. He believes this could be good
for the Association's efforts regarding
accreditation and would give it an interna-
tional flavor:

Dennis Riley, Eastern Region, presented
his report. The District I Conference was the
main project in the region. He also offered
his appreciation to the L&PP Committee for
the work they have done.

Sally Lipscomb, International Region, fol-
lowed with her report. She began by noting
that submissions of articles to the EAPA
Exchange on topics of interest to the interna-
tional membership had outstripped the mag-
azine's available space to present them.
Sally also stressed the importance of linking
established chapters in America to develop-
ing chapters in other countries. Due to the
dispersed nature of the International Region,
it is impossible for the Director to provide
the level of guidance that forming chapters
require. Through linkages, however, the
international chapters can be given the help
they need.

Geographic concerns also need to be
considered when working with the Native
American Chapter.

Dotty Blum, Mid-Atlantic Region, pre-
sented her report. She reported that the
chapters in her region are very active and
are working for licensure in their respective
states. Dotty also presented the Association
with donations from a number of chapters to

be used for the computer system upgrade.
John Hooks, Mid-West Region, began his

report by presenting a motion from the Gay
and Lesbian Committee, calling fora modi-
fication of the Bylaws to include anti-sexual
orientation discrimination language. This
motion was approved and was forwarded to
the Bylaws Committee. John then reported
on the difficulties involved in keeping the
lines of communication open between the
chapters, particularly small ones, and the
regional directors. In the interests of meeting
this challenge, George Cobbs appointed
Hooks and Dennis Riley to a working group.
They are to examine the issue and recom-
mend solutions to the Board.

Scott Cullen-Benson, North Central
Region, reported that in his region the main
issue is accreditation and the concerns sur-

The Board first
resolved to hold a
national Legislative and
Public Policy (L&PP)
Conference in the
spring of 7 997. -: °.

rounding the potential costs.'1--Je also reiter-
ated the need for flexibility. when working
with the Native American Chapter.

Debbie Marsala, Pacific Region, reported
that licensure is being pushed by the chapters
in her region. In Washington, it is movingfor-
ward, using the core technology. In
California, the interested chapters are search-
ingfor asponsor in the state legislature.

Jack Freckman, Southern Region, report-
ed that licensure is moving forward in some
states, although it suffered a setback in
Tennessee. He also conveyed the sentiments
expressed at the District II Presidents Retreat
regarding a World Wide Web site; specifi-
cally, the chapter officers would like to see
one developed as soon as possible and are
putting plans in place to do so.

Skip Bradford, Southwestern Region,
reported that only one of his assigned com-
mittees sent him a report. Healso-expressed
some concern over the ability of chapters to
persuade non-members attending chapter
meetings to join the Association.

Don Jorgensen, Western Region, report-
ed on the recent District II Presidents
Retreat. He also reported that there is inter-
est in licensure in Arizona.

Accreditation

Day Two began with a presentation by
Debra Reynolds and )ohn Maynard of the
Accreditation Committee, and Tim Slavin, a
representative of CARF.

After the presentations and a question-
and-answer period, George Cobbs formed a
special Task Force made up of Board mem-
bers to examine the entire issue and to work
with the Accreditation Committee. They will
work together to develop a joint recommen-
dation on the issue.

Special Directors' Reports

Ted Mapes, Labor Director, presented the
Labor Report to the Board. He also present-
ed labor's concerns about accreditation to
the Board.

Ying Gee, Diversity Director, submitted
her Report to the Board. She expressed the
Diversity Committee's concerns about not
having the ability to foster the growth of
diversity in the Association. One solution
adopted is to have an Ethnic and Cultural
Concerns Committee member on each of
the standing. committees of the Association.
Also, it was recommended that the EAPA
Exchange have a recurring column dealing
with diversity issues.

Rick Wall, Internal Director, presented
his report to the Board. Among the issues
presented were an update on the confiden-
tiality brochure, the decision not to hold an
Internal Programs Forum at the National
Conference in Chicago, the downsizing
trend, and the need to forge links to external
providers in order provide a learning envi-
ronmentfor both groups.

Finally, Jim Printup, External Director,
submitted his report to the Board. Among
the topics discussed were: The need for help
in marketing external providers' EA services;
the need to educate the membership on
how technology can be used to enhance
their services; and the need to move ahead
with both licensure and accreditation.

Brazilian Bylaws

The meeting wrapped up with an
announcement of the results of the mail-in
ballot regarding the provisional acceptance
of the Brazilian Chapter. The Board voted to
allow the Brazilian Chapter provisional sta-
tus for an 18-month period while the
Association undergoes an audit of its Bylaws
and examines its relationship with its inter-
national members.

After this announcement, President
Cobbs thanked the Board once-again for their
hard work and the Board adjourned. ►~
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EAPA AROUND THE WORLD
In April 1996, the Center for Substance Abuse Prevention (CSAP) of the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services (H&HS) sponsored a landmark event
entitled "Teaming Up for Prevention: A Forum for Business, Labor, and
Government." More than 350 leaders from business, labor, government, and the
community attended the conference, which focused on alliances that have been
successful in winning the war on drugs in the workplace.

Shown (left to right, front row) during the Labor
Luncheon are Marijosette and Jim O'Hair, CEAP;
EAPA members Charlie Williams, CEAP, and
Mary Joyce Pruden, CEAP, CSAP employees who
staged the conference; (I to r, back) Bernie
McCann, CEAP; Frank Burger, CEAP; and former
EAPA President Jack Hennessy.

EAPA members Gary Maltbia, CEAP,
and Director of Drug Enforcement
and Program Compliance at the
U.S. Department of Transportation
Mary Bernstein , CEAP, were
featured speakers at the conference.

A highlight of the event was the Labor
Luncheon focusing on union involvement in
substance abuse prevention. Speakers
included (left to right) Green P. Lewis,
Director of Community Services, AFL-CIO;
Colleen Gardner, CEAP, Director of
Community Services, New York State AFL-
CIO; and EAPA President George Cobbs, Jr.,
who also served as moderator for the lun-
cheon.

RIGHT: Keynote speaker was H&HS
Secretary Donna Shalala who used the podi-
um to announce results of a National
Household Survey on Drug Abuse that
shows the use of illicit drugs has declined by
more than half among American workers
since the mid-1980s.

Shown (left and right) are EAPA
members John Hooks, CEAP, and
Lee Smith, Ph.D., who attended the
conference. EAPA member Jim
Wrich (center) was a speaker at a
session on community prevention
and managed care initiatives.

ABOVE LEFT: Rena Cantrell, LCSW,
CEAP, has been promoted to vice
president of clinical services at EAP
Works, a division of Corporate Care
Works. She can be reached at 904-
384-9436 or 800-327-9757.

ABOVE RIGHT: Ann D. Clark, Ph. D.,
president and CEO of Ann Clark
Associates, has authored Surviving
Your Boss: How to Cope with Office
Politics and Get on with Your Job. The
book, which provides practical sugges-
tions and an emphasis on employee
responsibility, frequently references
the EAP as a resource for solving prob-
lems and dealing with conflict in the
workplace. To order, call 1-800-447-
BOOK.
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ABOVE LEFT: James A. "Jim" Kruse,
CEAP, NCAC II, has joined Unocal
Corporation as Regional Administrator,
Employee tance Programs, for the com-
pany's eastern region, based in Sugar
Land, Texas.

ABOVE RGHT: The Washington State
Chapter of the National Association of
Social Workers (NASW) has selected
EAPA member Anne Thureson as the
1996 Social Worker of the Year. In giv-
ing the award, NASW said, "Her
integrity is unquestioned and her
strength of commitment to her clients
and other professionals is of the very
highest standard. Anne Thureson is
truly a professional who deserves this
award."

~~ r~ _on e~~rence~
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... .
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Three EAPA chapter members—Dodie Gill, Washington, D.C. area; Kristi Davis, Virginia;

and Jack Maxwell, Blue Ridge—took a break from their work on Virginia public policy issues

to attend the conference.

Michael W. Popp, CSW, CEAP, CAC, MAC,

received the Edward J. Small Labor Award.

His wife Jane (left) and his daughter Ashley

were at his side for the presentation.

Right: The 1996 District I Conference
offered 2 plenary sessions, 24 workshops,
and 34 exhibits.

Tommy Burns (above) and Brian Carney

received Labor Assistance Program

awards during the Labor luncheon.

Planning Committee members included (I to r) Bill Riley, Ed

Jackson, Bob Lynn, and Marianne Kunze.

Joining in the District I Conference were (I to r) EAPA President-Elect Don

Magruder; Dennis Riley; Ed Jackson; Dottie Blum, EAPA President George

Cobbs, Jr.; and Ted Mapes.
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VIDEO REVIEWS

When Someone You Love
Suffers from Depression

Reviewer Comments

Offers a comprehensive look at depres-
sion. This film describes the roles of the
physician, therapist, psychiatric physi-
cian, and family members. The family
frankly discusses their involvement in
treatment, medication, and continued
counseling. Provides good data on the
kinds of treatment available and appro-
priate. Extremely helpful for EAPs.

Content Rating: 98

Comprehensive ........................................96
Direct......................................................100
Timely....................................................100
Accurate ....................................................92
Informative ................................................96
Credible ..................................................100
Presentation ............................................100

First Year of Release: 1995
Length: 32 minutes
Format: VHS
Cost: $24.95
Order:
Medcom, Inc.
P.O. Box 6003
Cypress, CA 90630
(800) 320-1444
(714) 891-1443
(714) 891-4852 (fax)

The Ten Commandments of
Communicating with People
with Disabilities

Reviewer Comments

Addresses some common sense and com-
mon courtesy aspects of communicating
with people with disabilities. A very light-
hearted approach to the topic of disabili-
ties. Video uses humor to make good
suggestions on how to interact with peo-
ple with disabilities. Very appropriate as
part of employee education, especially
for ADA awareness.

Content Rating: 97

Comprehensive ........................................90
Direct......................................................100
Timely....................................................100
Accurate....................................................97
Informative ................................................97
Credible....................................................97
Presentation ............................................100

First Year of Release: 1994
Length: 26 minutes
Format: VHS
Cost: Free Preview, Rental $195 (5 day),
Purchase $495
Order:
Excellence in Training Corporation
1135II Aurora Ave.
Des Moines, IA 50322
(800) 747-6569 • (276)-9476 (fax)

Suicide

Reviewer Comments

Excellent video geared for teens! The for-
mat was captivating. It holds the attention
of the viewer. Provides a general overview
of teen suicide and a message of hope for
all adolescents. The video is 1 of 27 on
teen issues and is narrated by young peo-
ple, enhancing the credibility of the subject
matter. Experts provide clinical framework
for vignettes presented. Closed caption.
Producer offers video updates every few
years fora $5 plus S/H fee.

Content Rating: 92

Comprehensive ........................................84
Direct........................................................96
Timely....................................................100
Accurate ....................................................88
Informative ................................................84
Credible....................................................96
Presentation ..............................................96

First Year of Release: 1993
Length: 16 minutes
Format: VHS, includes discussion guide
Cost: $89.95, package deals available
Order:
Media International
5900 San Fernando Rd.
Glendale, CA 91202
(800) 477-7575 • (818) 242-5383 (fax)

Dealing with Alzheimer's
Disease: A Common Sense
Approach to Communication

Reviewer Comments

Communication tips, both verbal and
non-verbal, are emphasized in this help-
ful video. Tips are concrete and useful to
caregivers. Video also provides informa-
tion on what to look for if a person
becomes anxious or potentially violent.
Consistency in daily routines is dis-
cussed. Video does not address the stress
that caregivers experience.

Content Rating: 91

Comprehensive ........................................88
Direct........................................................88
Timely....................................................100
Accurate ....................................................92
Informative ................................................92
Credible....................................................95
Presentation ..............................................82

First Year of Release: 1991
Length: 21 minutes
Format: VHS
Cost: Rental $45, Purchase $135
Order:
Terra Nova Films
9848 S. Winchester Ave
Chicago, IL 60643
(800) 779-8491
(312) 881-8491
(312) 881-3368 (fax)

DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Unforgivable

~ Reviewer Comments

Great "made for TV" movie that illus-
trates the impact of domestic violence on
the family. Video emphasizes the impor-
tance of treatment for the perpetrator.
Based on a true story. Free brochures on
violence available from the producer.

Content Rating: 93

Comprehensive ........................................94
Direct......................................................100
Timely....................................................100

Accurate....................................................86
Informative ................................................90

Credible ....................................................92

Presentation ..............................................92

First Year of Release: 1996
Length: 1 hour, 33 minutes
Format: VHS
Cost: $30 plus S/H
Order:
Life Skills International
P.O. Box 31227
Aurora, CO 80041-1227
(303) 340-0598
(303) 340-0052 (fax)

Annual Business Meeting

EAPA's Annual Business Meeting will be held at
the Hyatt Recency Convention Center, East
Tower, Board B, on November 10, 1996, from
5:00 to 6:00 p.m. The preliminary meeting
agenda includes a report by the officers of the
Association as well as an update on the EAPA
Articles of Incorporation. Members will be
asked to vote on these Articles. Contact your
regional director for additional information.

has EAPA endorsed the tape and
workbook program

"Wealth On Any Income"?
Because it was created by Rennie
Gabriell Yes, Rennie's a UCLA
Instructor and Certified Financial
Planner with over 23 years of
experience who also knows the
issues facing EAPs based on his
serving local and national EAP com-
mittees. For both EAPs and clients,
you can learn to: "Feel rich on any
income, even if you're in debt.
'Live within your income within 90
days, guaranteed. "Save more than
10°~6 of your income each month.
"Handle emergency spending
without financial disaster. "Get out
of debt, and stay out of debt. "Set
financial goals, create the action
steps to achieve them, and create
financial independence.

To onier, Call (800) 940-2622

Or, send S59 plus S4 S&H to:
Rennie Gabriel

6189 Gaviota Ave.
Encino, CA 91436-1428

CA residents add 54.04 sales tax.

...an outstanding educational and
networking opportunity.

SECAD —The Southeastern Conference
on Alcohol and Drug Abuse

November 2x23,1996
The Marriott Marquis, Atlanta, GA

For over 20 years SECAD has been a leader in the field of
addiction with the foremost speakers, the most up-to-the-minute
topics and eactensive exhibit and networking areas. Plan to attend
SECAD/96 this November 223 for 3'/z days of seminars, meet-
ings and workshops that make up one of the finest educarional
and networking opportunities available anywhere.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND. SECAD is directed to medical, coun-
seling, educational, judicial and other professionals or anyone

who deals with the problems of addiction in their workplace,
school, church, home or community.

SECnn's Woiu.n Crass Ho~r~,. The spectacular Atlanta
Marriott Marquis is once again the conference hotel for SECAD.

Located in the heart of downtown Atlanta, it features spacious,

ultra-modern accommodations, impressive yet comfortable meet-
ing facilities, plus many close-by, casual, specialty and gourmet
restaurants and shops.

OuR FxE~rroRS. SECAD features'an eaq~anded, comfortable
exhibition area with exhibitors from all areas of the addiction and

recovery industry. The eachibit hall is convenient to our meeting

rooms, with spacious lounge and refreshment areas that will be
the center of many conference events.

Call today or write for complete conference information

and agenda:

800-845-1567
(outside U.S. 912-742-1161)

SECAD/96 — Conference Information ~~
Name: Prof.

o~~~cco~:

City: State: Zip: ~

MAII. TO: SECAD/96, Charter Behavioral Health Systems, P.O. Box 209, Macon, GA 31298 ~
Phone registration: 800-845-1567 • 912-742-116] • (FAX 912-750-2785) j

---------------------------------------------------------J
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ON THE LABOR FRONT

EA Professionals in the Fire Service
by Donald A. Manning, CSADC, CEAP, and Kevin Grand, CADC, CEAP

In 1982 the Chicago Fire Fighters Union,
Local 2, developed a broad brush EAP to
address the changing needs of our mem-

bers. Occupational alcohol programs led the
way, but it had become apparent that chang-
ingtimes needed changing assessmendrefer-
ral services to help our union members pro-
vide adequate mental health support and
treatment, continued safety in the work-
place, and help for all family members and
their issues.

When the Executive Board elected to
start the EAP, we had experience in alcohol
counseling and referrals. But how would we
start our own EAP? Luckily, I was a member
of ALMACA and did have access to other
labor people. I was able to get advice from
Jack Hennessey, George Cobbs from the
Longshoremen's Union, Tom Pasco of
United Auto Workers, Carole Stevenson of
the Flight Attendants Union, and many
more. We have grown from a mainly alco-
hol-related program to an alcohol, drug,
stress, and every problem created by use and
abuse of alcohol and other chemicals. Those
of us who felt connected to our program
were constantly attending seminars and
training sessions to keep up with and adapt
to the changing issues.

Stress

Fire fighters and paramedics are on the
streets 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, often
absorbing more stressful events weekly than
the average worker may encounter in a life-
time inthe workplace. Working in rescue sit-
uations in a large metropolitan area like
Chicago routinely places our 4500 active
members in abnormally stressful scenarios,
and their emotional reactions to these events
may vary.

In the last month, one fire fighter was
shot while attempting to put out a fire that
the citizens had started to "keep mosquitoes
away." Other members were physically
assaulted and injured while trying to get to
their jobs during the Chicago Bulls champi-
onship celebration on the streets of our city.

These situations aside, accumulated
stressful events during 10- or 20-year careers
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also leave our members in need of increased
support systems. Many fire fighters continue
to see death of coworkers and burned civil-
iansall too often. Our paramedics have seen
increases in child abuse, homicide, and
other grossly traumatic events.

Local 2 has trained more than 100 mem-
bers in basic critical incident stress debrief-
ings (CISDs) to provide peer support in criti-
cal incidents. Our union EAP attempts to
work jointly with the employer to meet our
members' heath needs. The services of
Northern Illinois CISD professionals are
being utilized more often in conjunction
with those of mental health workers
throughout the Chicago area. Local 2 has
developed linkages with community hospi-
tals and professionals to refer our members
to appropriate support services through our
EAP.

Local 2 members once had a mask with
the words, "I can take it. Nothing's too stress-
ful for me!" printed on it. Gradually, howev-
er, our members have begun to break down
huge walls of the old traditions and have
seen that they can have normal reactions to
abnormal situations and traumatic events.
Utilization of the EAP and other support sys-
tems is on the rise for stress, both acute and
accumulated, and this can only mean more
emotionally healthy members for manage-
ment, labor, civilians, and coworkers.
Everyone enjoys these benefits!

Marital/Family Issues

Our union fire fighters and paramedics
work 24-hour shifts. Because of traded work
days and overtime, it is not unusual for our
brothers and sisters to work 48-hour shifts
without any sleep! Seventy-two hour work
weeks are commonplace. This is an unusu-
ally long time in the workplace, away from
home life, spouses, children, and significant
others.

Our EAP services at Local 2 are also
being utilized on an escalating scale for fam-
ily issues. Marriage counseling and adoles-
cent issues—once 10 to 15 percent of all
EAP calls—are now approaching 30 percent
of our program referrals.

Other Issues

Infectious disease issues have come to
the forefront in the union fire fighter/para-
medicworkplace. Our members face every-
day threats of contagious diseases, such as
hepatitis, tuberculosis, and HIV/AIDS. Living
and working in environments with the
potential for exposure from these diseases
increases psychological tension. Our EAP
services are needed to educate and coun-
sel/refer appropriately.

Health and wellness promotion is neces-
sary as our members need to be in top con-
dition for physically demanding jobs.
Educational seminars and mail-outs on vari-
ous topics are used to promote healthy
lifestyle behaviors.

Summary

Fire rescue services, EAPs, and labor
involvement face changing needs. Working
with the employer to help union members
return to full productivity continues to be a
challenge. Managed care demands for
increased member productivity with
decreased benefits such as minimal
stress/substance abuse coverage as well as a
continuing trend of more violence on our
nation's streets are just some of the reasons
why union EAPs are needed today in fire res-
cue services. Increases in referrals of stress,
family, health, and wellness issues as well as
chemical dependency are a few of the prob-
lems we deal with daily to assist troubled
employees and their extended families.

Local 2 continues to be the only union-
sponsored EAP in the International
Association of Fire Fighters (IAFF). With the
support of the IAFF and other labor unions,
our EAP has adapted to these changing and
challenging times.

The health and safety of our members is
of utmost importance. The overwhelming
demands of our members' profession and
the problems that may arise from them can
be addressed by our EAP and have healthy,
productive solutions. We believe labor is a
natural at helping troubled employees in dif-
ficult times. continued on page 35

CERTIFICATION UPDATE

Last Call for 1996 CEAP Exam
by Steven Posen, CEAP

The results from the May 1996
Certification exam are in and 472
applicants—six percent more than in

December 1995—actually sat for the exam-
ination. Three hundred and sixty-four were
first-time candidates and 108 CEAPs chose
to recertify through the exam. Congratula-
tions toall who passed the exam. Test taking
is not an easy task and through the exam you
have demonstrated your mastery of a diverse
body of knowledge needed to be a CEAP.

Test taking is, indeed, difficult and several
CEAPs recently discovered that test writing is
also a difficult task. Each year the EACC
Examination Committee gathers a groups of
CEAPs to consider new exam items to add to
the item bank. These item review sessions are
held in different parts of the country in order
to gather input from the widest possible
group of CEAPs. This year I was pleased to
host the rPView session in Ann Arbor,
Michigan. CEAPs who volunteered two days
of their time were: Rick Sanders, DuPont
Corporation; Jerry Nadolski, Detroit Edison;
Ying Gee, UAW; Bob Belaire, UAW-Ford;
and representing the fACC were Ron
Winters from the Examination Committee,
Chuck Kehrer, and myself.

The process is challenging as the review-
ers consider items that have been submitted
by other CEAPs. Does the item reflect cur-
rent EAP practice? Is it knowledge that all
professionals need to know? Does it relate to
our core technology? The discussion can
become intense at times. For me, it was an
opportunity to appreciate once again the
diverse setting in which our work takes

ON THE LABOR FRONT
continued from page 34

Donald Manning, CADC, CEAP, served
33 years as an active fire fighter with the
Chicago Fire Department. He is a member
of the International Association of Fire
Fighters EAP Committee and is also a mem-
ber of EAP,4's Labor Committee.

Kevin Grand, CADC, CEAP, is an active
paramedic for the Chicago Fire Department
and has been an EAPcounselorsince 7991. ►~

Celebrating the EACC's 10th birthday are front row, left to right: Midgie Brawley, Ron
Winters, Kimberly Willis. 2nd row, left to right: Sylvia Straub, Liz Thorpe, Diane
Mcllwain, Steven Posen, Ken Burgess. Back row, left to right: Paul Hufnagel,
Konstantin von Vietinghoff-Scheel, Carl King, George Cobbs, Marsha White, Betty
Hosokawa, Geraldine Hooper, Jim Nestor.

place. It demonstrated not only the differ-
ences in our practices but also the many
common elements that should serve to stan-
dardizeour practice. On behalf of the entire
Commission, I want to thank those who con-
tribute items to the examination, especially
the members identified above, for their effort
and the time they took from work and fami-
ly to participate in this worthwhile effort.

When I wrote this article, the EACC was
preparing for its summer meeting in Toronto,
Ontario. There were still some details to be
worked out for the new eligibility require-
ments that go into effect beginning in 1997.
The one requirement that I believe will truly
enhance the certification is the requirement
for a period of advisement prior to sitting for
the examination. Through this process, a
candidate will have the opportunity to
review his or her experience in the field with

a CEAP advisor, a step that will provide ben-
eficial feedback and guidance. The goal is

to improve the quality of each candidate's
preparation for the exam and to ensure that

a candidate is, truly providing EAP services

that are consisfient with EAPA standards. The
advisement requirement is expected to
become effective for the 1998 examinations.
Watch for the details of this and other eligi-
bility requirements to be published in the
fall. The Commission's goal is to give candi-
datesample opportunity to meet the new eli-
gibility requirements.

For those of you who are eligible to take
the exam this year (with a minimum of 3000
hours over at least 3 years in EA program-
ming), Iurge you to send for your applica-
tion today. The application deadline for the
December 7, 1996, examination is October
11. For EAPA members, the examination fee
will stay the same for 1997 but the eligibili-
ty requirements will change. Write or fax the

EACC at the EAPA offices for your copy of
the Handbook for Candidates and the
Certification Guide for the December 1996
exam. Handbooks and applications for the
1997 exams will be available in late fall of

1996. ►~
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Europe Taking a Closer Look at Substance Abuse

The following information appeared in
Tribune for Europe, Information from the
European Parliament, April 1996:

European Parliament Targets
Illicit Drugs

Between 1987 and 1995, the European
Union (EU) mobilized 75,680,000 ECUs (1
European currency unit = $1.24) for the bat-
tle against drugs and addiction. The EU
envisions spending 10,0000,000 ECUs for
this purpose in 1996.

In regards to the battle against drugs, the
European Parliament has asked the follow-
ing of the EU:

Prioritize efforts among developing coun-
tries that express political will to battle
against illicit drug use;
Develop local analyses of drugs and illic-
it psychoactive substances;
Develop methods of forecasting use;
Develop methods of prevention, treat-
ment, and rehabilitation of drug addicts;
Promote pilot, alternative projects;
Give particular emphasis to combating
the sale and production of heroin and
dangerous synthetic drugs;
Let the local populations participate in
plans for eradicating these problems.

With regards to the development of EU
member country policy, the Parliament rec-
ommends that drug policy emphasize pre-
vention. It recommends that assistance
should aim to protect the health and quality
of life of the addict, with the final goal of
detoxification, rehabilitation, and social
integration. Further, the Parliament believes
that member states should avoid establishing
a precise line between "hard" and "soft"
drugs. The European Parliament is request-
ing the following of the EU:

A multi-level information/education pro-
gram to help parents, educators, and vol-
untary organizations;
Medical and psycho-social aid for drug
addicts;
Separate placement of drug addicts who
are incarcerated in penal institutions;
Increased cooperation between police
and judiciary in member states;

• That the European Observatory of Drugs
act not only as an information center for
drugs and drug addiction, but also as an
operational service center.
Submitted by Sally Lipscomb, EAPA

International Director, Rixensart, Belgium.

News from England

Stress Compensation Milestone

It took )ohn Walker, a social worker from
Northumberland Country Council, eight years
to win $270,000 compensation for the stress
caused by his employer—a local government
agency in northern England. Regarded by
many as a watershed case, employers' atten-
tion has now become much more focused on
organizational stress and the responsibilities
they have for the mental health of their
employees. Guidelines for Managing Stress in
the Workplace, recently issued by the Health
and Safety Executive, a government agency,
reinforced the need for employers to reassess
their legal obligations. All of this is good news
for EAPs in the United Kingdom as more and
more employers look to an EAP as one of the
ways to deal with stress in the workplace.

Rapid Expansion Continues

The EAP market continues to grow rapid-
ly. There are now an estimated 450 pro-
grams in place covering more than 1.2 mil-
lion employees (nearly five percent of all
U.K, workers). There is still a long way to
go, however, before penetration in the U.K.
approaches that of the U.S. The trend away
from internal to external programs is accel-
erating especially since two major govern-
ment departments recently switched to
external provision involving more than
100,000 employees. External programs are
estimated to account for more than 70 per-
cent of a combined market now worth in
excess of $35 million per year.

Chapter Developments

• British Telecom is hosting this EAPA chap-
ter's first-ever out-of-London meeting in
Birmingham on September 17, 1996. The
topic is EAPs and telephone counseling.

• Discussions have started with Scottish
EAPA members to set up a second chap-
ter in the U.K.

• The EAPA working party on training is
looking at ways in which EAPA can
become involved in accrediting specific
EAP training programs for both coun-
selors and practitioners.
The EAPA Guidelines for EAP Audits are

due to be published.in the autumn.
Submitted by Richard Hopkins, President,

EAP,A Britannic Chapter (fax: 44-177-228-
0002).

News from Brazil
...............................................................................

The Future of Benefits in Question

In September 1996, the EAPA chapter in
Brazil has planned aone-day workshop on
"The Future of the Treatment of Chemical
Dependency in the- Workplace in Brazil."
Given the rapidly changing work conditions
in Brazil, which had a previously closed
economy, there is serious concern about the
future of many benefits that are presently
taken for granted. The Secretary of Labor of
the State of Sao Paulo, Dr. Walter Barelli,
and Professor Ademir Alvesda Silva, dean of
the Department of Social Work of the
Catholic University in Sao Paulo, will be
coordinating the discussion. Given the time-
liness of the subject, 250 professionals are
expected to attend. Both the academic com-
muniryand treatment providers have tried to
organize such an event in the past but have
not been able to establish a climate of neu-
trality to conduct a thorough discussion.
The fact that an EAPA chapter is able to do
this demonstrates one'of the advantages of
having an EAPA chapter in Brazil.

Submitted by Angela Herrera, President,
Brazilian. EAPA Chapter (fax: do Ms. Elisianne
Nopper, 55-11-247-9606.)

News from Hoag Kong

Human Dynamic Launches
Outplacement Counseling

Hong Kong has undergone a drastic eco-
nomic change in the past five years. Many
companies have gone through reengineer-

ing and reorganization in response to rapid
changes in the marketplace. As a result,
many companies have had layoff exercises.
Although the number of people affected is
still very small compared to the situation in
North America, many people have become
unemployed and require outplacement ser-
vice. Hong Kong Christian Service and
Human Dynamic have launched their out-
placement programs recently.

Managers Developing Counseling
Sk1~~S

The traditional management concepts
have changed in Hong Kong and more
emphasis has been placed on people man-
agement skills. Companies have realized
that their managers have not been able to
deal with many people issues at the work-
place. As a result, a high turnover rate and
poor morale problems have been very com-
mon in Hong Kong. EAP service providers in
Hong Kong have engaged in training work-
shops extensively in the past year.

Region-wide EAP Services
Available

As more and more global companies
have come to Asia to establish their region-
al operation in Singapore, Taiwan, Hong
Kong, and China, they have felt the need to
provide aregion-wide EAP service to their
employees. Service providers in Taiwan,
Singapore, and Hong Kong have joined
'together to cater to the increasing need in
the region.

Submitted by Eric Kung Human Dynamic
Asia Pacific Ltd., Hong Kong (fax: 852-2542-
4668).

International News in Brief

The newsbrief format aims to provide
broader international news coverage to
members. If you would like to share EAP-
related news from your country for pub-
lication in a future edition of the EAP,4
Exchange, send two-four paragraphs of
information to Sally Lipscomb, Interna-
tional Director (fax: 703-522-1260;
e-mail Internet: 10535.3377c~com-
puserve.com). EAPA members wishing to
submit local news within the United
Kingdom, Brazil, or Hong Kong should
contact the EAPA members listed above
who are reporting for their respective
countries.

On-Site EAP Manager
MCC Behavioral Care, a national provider and manager of mental health, substance abuse
and employee assistance programs, has afull-time opening available for a seasoned
employee assistance professional to provide on-site services to a large industrial customer
in the Louisville, Kentucky area.

Services include mental health and substance abuse assessments and referrals;

crisis/triage; consultation and training to medical staff, managerial personnel and labor rep-

resentatives; critical incident stress debriefing and employee wellness seminars.

Requirements include: LCSW or Ph.D., current CCDC and CEAP certification/eligibility,

ability to design and conduct effective group lecture sessions using a variety of methods,

demonstrated ability to plan and prioritize activities in a complex manufacturing environ-

ment, excellent presentation and stand-up training skills, and exceptional verbal and writ-

ten communication skills.

MCC Behavioral Care, a CIGNA company, offers a competitive salary and benefits pack-

age that includes medical/dental insurance, 401 K plan, a professional development and
training program and an outstanding work environment that fosters professional growth.
Forward a cover letter summarizing your qualifications, salary requirements, and a resume to:

Dan Fallon, Regional EAP Manager, MCC Behavioral Care, 711 Cottage Grove Road,

Bloomfield, CT 06002.

MCC Behavioral Care
~{te rig~it ~te~~ at t~te right time

An Equal Opportunity. Please, No Phone calls.

EAP Counselor
Career Opportunity

PMCC, a division of the nation's oldest and largest behavioral care companies is
seeking afull-time Employee Assistance Professional.

You will provide professional services for EAP clients including information,
assessments, short-term counseling, crisis intervention, and referral services.
Employer services, such as supervisory training, workshops and seminars will
also be provided by this position.

Minimum qualifications: Certification of licensure as a mental health professional
plus 2 years of experience in providing EAP clinical services and community
resources assistance as well as thorough knowledge of the current principles
and practices involved in employee assistance. CEAP credential preferre$

PMCC, a CIGNA company, offers a competitive salary and benefits package that
includes medical/dental insurance, 401 K plan, a professional development and
training program and an outstanding work environment that fosters professional
growth. An excellent opportunity for professional practice in today's health care
environment. Forward a cover letter summarizing your qualifications, salary
requirements, and a resume to:

Attn: Ellen Rubin, Psy.D, Clinical Administrator,
250 West 57th Street #901, New York, NY 10107

An Equal Opportunity. Please, No Phone calls.
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CONFERENCES &WORKSHOPS

The following conferences and work-
shops have been approved for professional
development hours (PDHs) as the EAPA
Exchange went to press:

EAPA Erie/Ontario Chapter
October 15, "Dealing with the Chemically
Dependent Adolescent," 1 hr.; contact
Joseph Honnegger, 716-879-5322.

EAPA First State Chapter
October 25 in Newark, "Personal and
Psychological Problems," 1 hr.; contact
Felicia Hickman, 302-428-2104.

Greenbriar Treatment Center
The following sessions are scheduled to take
place in Washington, PA: October 18, "When
You Don't Have Time for Stress: Quick Tips
for Stress Management," 3 hrs.; November 1
and December 6, "Supervisory Training I:
Identifying and Addressing Substance
Abuse in the Workplace," 3 hrs.; November
15, "Dimensional Therapy: A Creative
Response to ASAM," 3 hrs.; December 20,
"HIV/AIDS: The Bigger Picture," 6 hrs.;
contact William R. Dorn, 412-225-9700.

EAPA Lone Star Chapter
The following workshops will take place in
Fort Worth: October 14, "Depression in the
Workplace," 1 hr.; November 11,
"Prevention of Violence in the Workplace,"
1 hr.; contact Les Virgil, 214-869-4196.

EAPA Potomac Chapter
October 18 in Montgomery County, "EAPA

Standards," 1.5 hrs.; November 15 (location

to be announced), "Helping Clients with
Financial Issues," 1.5 hrs.; contact Ann

Ricciuti, 301-695-8390.

U.S. Journal Training
October 3-5 in Las Vegas, "Counseling Skills
for the Next Millennium," 11 workshops for
1-1.5 hrs.; contact Lorrie Keip, 954-360-
0909, ext. 220.

South Central Wisconsin
October 4 in Madison, "Managed Care and
the Role EAP Plays," 2 hrs.; November 1 in
Madison, "The Role of the Adult Child in
Caring for an Aging Parent," 2 hrs.; contact
Connie Hultman, 608-266-2615.

J.S. Jeffreys and Associates
October 4 in Washington, D.C., "Helping
Employees Cope with Workplace
Change," 6 hrs.; contact J. Shep Jeffreys ,
Ed.D., 410-730-6070 or 301-854-0623.

Cedars Sinai Medical Center
October 5 and 6 in Los Angeles, "Critical
Incident Stress Debriefing," 14 hrs.; con-
tact Nancy A. Nuechterlein, 310-855-6447.

Chesapeake Health Education
Program
October 9 in Martinsburg, WV, "Providing
Quality TreatmendManaged Care Environ-
ment," 5.5 hrs.; contact Melissa Delaney,
410-642-2411, ext. 5468.

Passaic County Council on
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Prevention, Inc.
The following workshops will take place at
Passaic Beth Israel Hospital: October 5,
"Young Lives at the Crossroads: Promoting
Behavioral Change/Harvesting the Poten-
tial," 5.5 hrs.; October 19, "Introduction to
Temperament Training: A valuable Assess-
ment Tool for Addiction Counselors and
Other Professionals; 5.5 hrs.; October 26,
"The New Heroin," 6 hrs.; contact Sr.
Pauline Kuntne, 201-473-3366.

Other Conferences and
Workshops

EAP Institute
November 12 in Waterford, Ireland,
"Abduction & False Imprisonment of
Managers, Employees &Key Holders."
Contact EAP Institute at 051-55733 Intl.
+353-51-55733.

The Institute for Behavioral
Healthcare
The Public/Private Behavioral Healthcare
Regional Winter Symposia, October 9-11,
1996, Clearwater, FL. The Primary Care/
Behavioral Healthcare Summit, November
6-9, 1996, Orlando, FL. For more infor-
mation, call 415-435-9821.

George Meany Center for
Labor Studies
"Dealing with Workplace Violence Institute,
October 13-18 in Silver Spring, Maryland.
For information call 301-431-6400.

Would You Like to Have Your
Workshop Listed on This Page?

As a benefit to EAPA members, the
EAPA Exchange includes a list of confer-
ences and workshops that have been
approved for professional development
hours (PDHs) by the Employee Assistance
Certification Commission (EACC).

If you would like to see your con-
ference or workshop listed on this
page, here's what you need to do:

• Complete the forms for pre-
approval of PDHs (see the Training
Provider's Guide available by fax-
ing a request to the EAPA
Certification Department [703-
522-4585]).

• Allow a minimum of 45 days for
review and approval by the EACC.

• Allow another 30-45 application
days for production printing, mail-
ing and distribution.

• Approximately one week before
the EAPA Exchange goes to the
printer, an EACC staff member
compiles a list of approved work-
shops that may be published and
delivers it to the Exchange editor.
Because production, printing, and
mailing require another four weeks
of time, the editor will select only
those workshops that will still be
open when the magazine is deliv-
ered. (For example, the
September/October issue will go
to print in early September and
will be delivered in late
September. Only those workshops
that will occur in October or later
will be included in the issue.)

The key ingredient to being
included on this page is TIME. You
must complete the certification appli-
cation process well in advance of your
workshop date to have your workshop
listed in the magazine.

Your application will not be con-
sidered complete until all compo-
nents, including payment for the
review process, have been received
by the EACC. For more information
about the PDH approval process, call
Kimberly Willis at 703-522-6272.

Depression Management
continued from page 15

for unrecognized depression or costs (other
than absenteeism) associated with disability
claims, and therefore could be considered a
conservative estimate of employer costs.
Their findings are consistent with employer
data citing depression as one of the more
common short-term disability claims and
frequently present as a secondary disability
in long-term cases, even though the primary
disability was a physical condition.

First Chicago, the holding company for
the First National Bank of Chicago, is
notable for its rigorous study of the costs of
depression. Between 1989 and 1992, the
company collected and analyzed employee
assistance program referrals and short-term
disability and medical claims for depression.
During that period, depression accounted
for 52 percent of employees out on short-
term disability leave and 62 percent of
behavioral health short-term disability days.
When compared to other chronic medical
conditions, such as diabetes, low back pain,
and heart disease, depression was responsi-
blefor the longest average length of disabil-
ity and the highest probability for recidivism
within one year. It also accounted for 52 per-
cent of behavioral health medical claims
and a significant portion of referrals by the
company employee assistance program.

Rather than restrict mental health bene-
fits to control costs, First Chicago expanded
healthcare coverage for alternatives to inpa-
tient care and adopted a management
approach that included employee educa-
tion, management training, and EAP man-
agement of psychiatric disability cases. As a
result, short-term disability days for depres-
sion decreased from a high of 47.7 days to a
low of 30.3 days. Twelve-month recidivism
rates have not increased, indicating that
employees are not returning to work before
it is medically appropriate.

The First Chicago experience illustrates a
shift in the emphasis of leading employers
away from managing the utilization of
healthcare benefits and direct mental health
treatment costs to managing the indirect
costs of mental illness associated with
absenteeism, lost productivity, and disability.

Through a management approach that
considers the entire benefits/services system
rather than just healthcare, innovative
employers, such as First Chicago, have been
able to increase access to care, improve
employees'satisfaction with their healthcare
provider, hold recidivism rates steady, and
dramatically reduce the cost trend for men-
tal health and substance abuse services.

Another employer model is Pacific Bell,
where the length and frequency of short-
term disability for depression was a growing
concern. The company changed its disabili-
ty management process to incorporate the
use of psychiatric nurses to actively manage
mental disability cases. Results one year
later showed a reduction of 25 percent in
the average length of disability, as well as a
reduction in recidivism. A third employer
hosted amonth-long promotional campaign
on depression awareness, distributing
posters and flyers on the symptoms and
treatments for depression, along with infor-
mation on the EAP. The campaign resulted
in the largest single monthly utilization of
the EAP.

EA professionals are
well positioned to
improve the recognition
and appropriate
treatment of depression.

EA professionals are well positioned to
improve the recognition and appropriate
treatment of depression. However, these
professionals possess diverse training and
expertise. Consequently, in 1995, the work-
site program, working with an advisory
group that included EAPA members and
staff, introduced a training program on clin-
ical depression targeting employee assis-
tance. In Good Company: Developing EAP
Strategies for Clinical Depression is
designed to provide EA professionals with
state-of-the-art knowledge of depressive ill-
ness that can be adapted to the unique
needs, structure, and operation of their orga-
nizations; and to influence the role of EA
professionals in developing worksite poli-
cies and programs that enhance the man-
agement of depressive disorders.

EAPA provided much of the stimulus to
make this training program operational, In
November 1995, EAPA provided In Good
Companytraining to chapter representatives
as apre-conference intensive program at
their annual meeting, Representatives from
more than 80 chapters participated and
promised to conduct training within their
communities during the following year. In
the 16 months since the program was intro-
duced, more than 160 EA professionals
throughout the country have completed
training conducted by D/ART and selected
faculty. In turn, these professionals have
trained more than 700 others.

Large employers, such as those serving
on the D/ART Corporate Leadership
Council, are beginning to recognize and
quantify the extensive impact of workplace
absence on costs, productivity, and compet-
itiveness. Although healthcare costs have
stabilized in recent years, information such
as that provided by the Greenberg study
point to employer exposure to the indirect
costs of illness and disability. Through pro-
grams like D/ART, employers have an
opportunity to explore complex workplace
problems such as time and productivity loss-
es associated with unrecognized or poorly
managed conditions such as depression.
They can also receive information and tech-
nical assistance on human resource innova-
tions that reduce the impact of depression
on both employers and employees.
Widespread communication about these
innovations will help to make them common
practice within the employer community.
References are available from Authors.

Veronica Goff is director at the Washing-
ton Business Group on Health. Susan Young
is a consultant to WBGH. ►~

Over 206 EAP's use
TopDrawer to keep track of
clients, resources, accounts,

insurance and activltles
TopDrawer is the most-used software for EAP
record keeping by external, internal, labor and,
government EAPs. It handles all the record
keeping and reporting any EAP, from the largest
to the smallest, really ever needs.
Yet,TopDrawer is the most inexpensive, easy to
team, easy to use EAP software available.
It provides full-size intake, case record and
Insurance claim screens. It maintains a referral
database. Ittracksnon-client activities such as
training and Interventlons. ft produces
meaningful, uncomplicated activity reports.
And iTs only $485. No wonder iCs so well-used.

TopDrawer keeps It simple
FREE 8AMPLE PROURAMI

i Ce111-800-364-0428
-----._ ._.._ Or303-796.9806

ROTHSCHILD'S 
FAX 303.850.7977

`. ~,,. ~ R~~ P.OhBox 3106
Lldleton CO 80161
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PUBLIC POLICY

Shaping the Future of the EAP Profession
The Legislative and Public Policy Conference March 22-25, 1997 •Washington, DC
by Will Jones, Ph. D., CEAP, BCSAC, and Chair 1997 PPC Committee

The Legislative and Public Policy
Committee, with EAPA Board
approval, is making plans for an excit-

ing 1997 Public Policy Conference to be held
in Washington, D.C., March 2-25, 1997.
We will be gathering in Washington,

D.C. to explore the many ways in which EA
professionals can affect the political process
and help shape its outcomes. This confer-
ence will help EA professionals work effec-
tively with state legislatures on various
issues, including licensure.

To be successful in achieving public poli-
cy goals, organizations like EAPA must devel-
op, maintain, nurture, and accomodate var-
ied relationships with those outside the pro-
fession. Professionals within organizations
must constantly focus on the best approach
in which to maintain their professions
because competition for services has creat-
ed aconstant demand for outstanding pro-
fessionals. In addition, organizational pro-
fessionals must operate at their highest level
of competency. Recognizing these trends
and realities, we as EA professionals see the
pursuit of licensure has become not only a
desired goal, but also a required goal.

EA professionals serving workplace orga-
nizations must provide the finest quality ser-
vice with utmost efficiency. As our organi-

zations change, we as EAP professionals
have been forced to change to create condi-
tions that indicate excellence. Licensure,
one of the hallmarks of quality professional-
ism in our society, is one of those mountains
that EA professionals must climb in order to
maintain our existence. For our profession
to continue to be recognized as top of the
line, we must successfully continue policy
formation and implementation, as well as
management activities associated with qual-
ity and success. EA professionals must work
to create organizational conditions consis-
tent with public service demands, which
are: quality, efficiency, effectiveness, and
commitment to a profession. Licensure car-
ries with it all of those demands.

Licensure has become synonymous with
workplace competency. While maintaining
and updating our professional standards, we
must continually create conditions for excel-
lence as it is defined in the work force today.
It is clear that if our field does not move
ahead with the focused goal of licensure for
each CEAP, other professions and profes-
sionals will quickly claim our territory.

Our Legislative and Public Policy
Conference, scheduled for March 22-25,
1997 in our Nation's Capital, will serve as our

cornerstone event in a foundation of activities
that will lead us to our goal—to do what
EAPA members in North Carolina and
Tennessee have already done, that is, to
acquire licensure for CEAPs within their states.

Thanks to folks like Jim Harting, chairman
of the Legislative &Public Policy Committee;
Sheila Macdonald, director of Legislation
and Public Policy; L&PP committee mem-
bers; and others in the International
Headquarters Office, we have an opportuni-
ty to meet in the Nation's Capital to continue
building on the foundation for the benefit of
our organizations. I hope that all interested
Association members will make a special
effort to attend this L&PP Conference, which
marks the first time that we will have two ver-
sions of an approved EAPA Model Employee
Assistance Professional Licensure Act to
guide us. We hope that we will have sus-
tained power in defining ourselves as a pro-
fession and in creating a lasting identity for
ourselves among other professionals. I hope
all of you are planning to support this
Legislative and Public Policy Conference.

Will Jones, an L&PD committee member
works for the Caddo Parish School System in
Shreveport Lousiana as an Employee
Assistance Administrator. ►~

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Sign Up Now for These Pre-Conference EAPA National Training Courses
Substance Abuse Professional (SAP) Training
Friday, November 8, or Saturday, November 9

8:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

This information-packed, one-day workshop will cover SAP policy, guidelines,
and practices; SAP legal and liability concerns; review of SAP functions and
case studies; SAP pre-treatment assessments/post-treatment recommendations;
the SAP's role after employee returns to duty; review of EAPA-sponsored SAP
video and 400+-page manual. Course will conclude with aself-scored exam;
an EAPA training diploma will be presented. Price includes course materials,
continental breakfast, lunch, and afternoon refreshments. $199 EAPA members;
$249 non-members.

Confidentiality Training
Friday, November 8, or Saturday, November 9

8:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Confidentiality isessential toany effective EAP and the laws regarding confi-
tlentialityare changing. Join in this one-day workshop to hear from expert
lawyers about current federal and state laws and rules—or lack thereof. EAP
attorney Sandra Nye, Esq., and Peter Rubin, Esq., the attorney who filed an ami-
cus curiae brief on behalf of EAPA, will join other experts in this exciting work-
shop. Course will conclude with self-scored exam on principles and practices
regarding confidentiality. Each participant will receive an EAPA training diplo-
ma. $199 EAPA members; $249 non-members.

INFOTRACKS

Research Reveals Valuable
Information for EAPs

The March 1996 issue of The Brown
University Digest ofAddiction Theory and
Application includes a description of
research, published in the Canadian
Journal of Psychiatry (40(2): 73-79, 1995),
and indicating that women have a higher
physical vulnerability to alcohol, a higher
psychiatric comorbidity, and shorter inter-
val between first problem and first
episode. The research also indicated an
association of traumatic events with the
onset of substance abuse.

Another article in the Brown
University publication briefly described a
study of third-party payers that carved out
psychiatric and substance abuse services
from general medical and surgical ser-
vices. By placing stringent limitations on

admission to these services, payers
decreased their current expenditures. But
there was "no evidence that their overall
costs have actually decreased," said the
author. The research concluded that
patients with untreated psychiatric and
substance use disorders have high utiliza-
tion rates of costly medical and surgical
services. Thus increasing access to cost-
effective psychiatric and substance abuse
services actually may decrease overall
health care expenditures."

Follow the Director's Orders

"The Motion Picture Prescription: Watch
This Movie and Call Me in the Morning"
offers synopses of 200 movies that may be
useful to those in therapy. According to
author Gary Solomon, Ph.D., "Therapists

continued on page 44
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INFOTRACKS
continued from page 42

spend much of their time helping clients get
out of the denial phase and into recognizing
their problems. This book will help the
clients do a little work at home." The book,
which was developed for use by patients and
clinicians, lists comedy, drama, and science
fiction films alphabetically and provides a
brief description of the plot and a summary
of healing themes. Copies cost $12.95 each
and are available in local bookstores or from
the publisher at 1-800-275-2606.

Federal Government Offers
Information on Americans with
Disabilities Act

Two U.S. agencies are now offering new
information about the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA). The U.S. Justice
Department has established an ADA home
page as one part of its efforts to mark the sixth
anniversary of the law. According to Attorney
General Janet Reno, the Internet site "will
make it easier than ever before for Americans
to find out helpful information about the law."
The ADA Internet home page address is
http://www.usdoj.gov/crb ada/adahom1.htm.
Another source of information is the ADA hot-
i ne: 1-800-514-0301.

Also available from the U.S. Government
Printing Office is a 15-page book entitled
ADA Guide for Sma118usinesses.

People with Psychiatric Disabilities,
Employment, and the Americans with
Disabilities Act: Turning Policy into Practice,
a new publication from the Center for
Mental Health Services (CMHS) in the
Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration, reports on a January
1996 CMHS roundtable discussion that
examined Americans with Disabilities Act
implementation issues. Because the rate of
unemployment among people with psychi-
atricdisabilities is very high, CMHS has been
working in partnership with states to remove
barriers and to increase employment oppor-
tunities for mental health consumers. The
publication is intended to help employers
and people with psychiatric disabilities in the
implementation of ADA. Copies may be
ordered by calling 800-789-2647.

New Publication on Managing
Grief Available from American
Hospice Foundation

Nearly eight million people will be
directly affected by death this year, and
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half of them will be in the workplace dur-
ing the grieving period, says the
American Hospice Foundation. Asa com-
munity service, the American Hospice
Foundation has published Grief at Work:
A Guide for Employees and Managers, a
20-page publication describing how
employees and managers can recognize
and assist with this debilitating experi-
ence. The booklet offers information on
understanding the need for grief, how

managers and coworkers can help some-
one grieving, how to maintain a healthy
work environment, and other helpful sug-
gestions. EAPA members may order
copies of this publication through the
EAPA Resource Center by calling Ashley
Harris at 703-522-6272. (Copies are
$2.00 each for 1-9 copies; $.1.50 each
for 10-99 copies; $1.00 each for 100-999
copies; and $.75 each for 1000 or more
copies.) ►~

Representative Bill Emerson (R-MO) Dies;
Provided Key Support in Developing EAP
for House of Re resentativesp
by Bern eeidel, M.Ed., CEAP
Director, House Office of Employee Assistance

The Honorable Bill Emerson, a member of the House of

Representatives and representative from Missouri's Eighth

Congressional District, died of inoperable lung cancer at the age

of 58 on June 22, 1996, at the Bethesda Naval Medical Center.

Representative Emerson's career in Congress began in the

1950s when he came to the House as a congressional page.

His legislative career as a Member of Congress was marked

with dedicated and unwavering service on behalf of his con-

stituents and his country. Whether fighting for the agricultural or transportation interests

of his district or giving voice to the needs of America's and the world's hungry,.

Representative Emerson always carried the banner with dignity and humility—recog-

nizingthe great honor he had in serving his nation in the House. Throughout his career,

he had the unique ability to speak to and work with both sides of the aisle in achieving

legislative initiatives for the common good.

No more was this true than in his efForts in the late 1980s when he led a bipartisan

group of Members in their support for an initiative, advanced by the Clerk of the House,

to institute an employee assistance service within the House of Representatives—the first

of its kind in any of the world's parliamentary bodies. Through the example of his own

recovery from alcohol ism, he brought attention to the needs of the House work force and,

most importantly, the resolve of the institution's Members to support the most appropri-

ate strategy to address those needs—an employee assistance service.

His unwavering commitment to the House's Office of Employee Assistance and

his support of its services continued up to his death. The program will forever bear the

imprint of Representative Emerson—a Member who recognized that the work force of

the House, like any other in this country, could only perform at its best with the assur-

ance of the availability of a resource when it was needed the most—when one's per-

sonal difficulties began to affect that very performance. The Members and employees

who pass through the offices of the House and the halls of the Capitol long into the

future will be better served during their tenure on the Hill because of Representative

Emerson's foresight and commitment to their well-being both on and off the job.

Excerpted from the June 1984 issue of the Almacam:
..................................................................................................................................................................................

SE Institute a Forum for Health Cost Debate
The Georgia ALMACA Chapter was a

co-sponsor of the Ninth Southeastern
EAP Institute, an educational seminar
held in Atlanta, Georgia from April 29 to
May 4. Fostered by a faculty of
renowned EAP research and practition-
ers, the Institute enjoys a sound reputa-
tion as a leading forum for disseminating
state-of-the-art research data and providing
valuable educational instruction....

Nine researchers presented papers
throughout the week. This distinguished
cast included: Dr. Bradley Googins,
Boston University School of Social Work,
and chairman of ALMACA's Research
Committee; Dr. Paul Steele, University of
New Mexico; Dr. Terri Blum, Tulane
University; Drs. Ahn and Karris,
University of Maine; Dr. Richard Rank,
Georgia State University; R. Carlton
Bessinger, Atlanta, Georgia; Drs. ErFurt
and Foote; and Dr. Madeleine Tramm....

Drs. Andrea Foote and Jack Erfurt receive the
1984 EAP Research Award presented at the
Ninth Southeastern EAP Institute. Dick Groepper
(left), the Institute's program director, presents
the plaques.

...................................................................................................................................................................................

CEUs Approved for Workshop Participants

The workshops planned for the 1984 ALMACA Annual Meeting represent an "organized edu-
~_ ~ - cational experience under responsible sponsorship, capable direction, and qualified instruction.

That is the verdict of the University of Maryland Baltimore Campus (UMBC) after review of the
Annual Meeting's workshop abstracts and presenters' vitae. UMBC will therefore grant continu-

~_. ~ ing education units (CEUs), which indicate non-credit recognition of educational instruction to
conference participants from any of the following schools:

• School of Social Work and Community Planning
• School of Medicine
• School of Nursing
• School of Business

Ed Small Dies

ALMACANs are saddened by the death of Edward J. Small, 51, who passed away
at the New York University Medical Center on Monday evening, June 18. Ed was
ALMACA president during the 1981-1982 term and served as chairman of the Ethics T~
Committee until his death. He was manager of The New York Times AP and resided -,,,~/~
in New York City. ,aNNivExsnttY

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE

~ '< Each issue of the EAPA Exchange will feature a moment from
EAPA's past. If you have photos of special E,APA moments to share '

-ICLPING EMPLOYEES

with our members, please call Kay Springer at 703-522-6272.
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The Newest Publication from the EAPA Resource
Cen ter is a Must for Every Burin ess!

•eoeemq~mae~~s~~~~~~sa~se~eeeoesos•~~eom•emeruoo••oos~os~e~000~e~~oo~~~remees~~oo~•

Workplace Critical Incidents
What Businesses Can Do to Prevent Violence from Striking

Workplace Critical Incidents has been specially created to give businesses the best tool for preventing violence—information.
This publication includes advice from national experts on violence prevention and articles from employee assistance
professionals, security experts, and counselors who are skilled at preventing problems before they happen. Also included are
sample guidelines from other corporations that have successfully set up workplace policies for employee behavior.

WOl"~71aC2 C'1'1 t1Cc'll 111CIC~e11~S includes contributions from top-level personnel in:

~~U.S. Justice Department •International Critical Incident Stress Foundation •Center for Substance Abuse Prevention
U.S. Postal Service • EAP Association •George Meany Center for Labor Studies

law firms •security management corporations

Also includes a special section on domestic violence,
including employee guidelines from the Polaroid Corporation.
...........................................................................................................................

$14.95 per copy (plus postage and handling) •Available October 1

To order, call Ashley Harris, EAPA Resource Center Manager, at 703-52Z-6272.

• ASSOCIATION

Employee Assistance Professionals Association
2101 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22201
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